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" PREFACE 

This is intended as an introduction to and overview of selected issufls 
which are likely to be encountered by individuals interested in establishing 
or surveying the underpinnings of - group homes within their organization. It 
is based almost exclusively upon 3~ years' experience accumulated as part of 
the Group Home Project. * This project has been located primarily in the cities 
of Sacramento and Stockton, California. The present overview is not intended 
as a highly detailed, systematic or technical account of the several aspects of 
the Group Home Project; a number of project reports have been designed to meet 
this latter objective. 

The present overview contains a brief review of the nature and scope of 
the Group Home Project and of the larger experiment of which it is a part. It 
also contains a selected review of present trends within California corrections 
relative to the increasing use of group homes. This is followed by a discussion 
of three issues _ separable yet clearly interrelated - which appear critical to 
specified types of group homes: recruitment, training and staff interaction, 
and maintenance. 

*Official title~ Differential Treatment Elwironments for Delinquents - MIl 1.4979 
This project has been jointly sponsored by the National Institute of Mental 
Health and the California youth Authority. 
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BACKGROUND 

1. Brief Review Of The Community Treatment Project 
And Of The Group Home Project! 

The Group Home Project is a combined experimental and demonstration project 
which proposes to develop a variety of group homes to be used within the 
experimental program of the Community Treatment Project (CTP) as alternatives 
to foster home care and independent placement and as alternatives 'to temporary 
detention of wards in juvenile halls and California Youth Authority (CYA) 
institutions. Placement problems encountered in the experience of the 
Community Treatment Project suggested a need for: (1) a number of out-of-home 
placement facilities, (2) a range of out-o£-home atmospheres, and (3) temporary 
holding facilities with varying and controllable atmospheres. Terms which will 
be used interchangeably to refer to this project are: Group Home Project and 
DTED (Differential Treatment Environm'ents for Delinquents). 

The Community Treatment Project is a combined experimental and demonstration 
research project originallY,deSigned to study the feasibility of substituting an 
intensive program in the community for the traditional state training school 
program, in the case of California 'Youth Authority wards undergoing their first 
commitment from the Juvenile Court. Seriously assaultive cases and cases to 
which there is a major or intense community objection have been excluded from 
the eligible pool. Jointly financed by the NIMH and the California Department 
of the Youth Authority, Phase I of the Project began operation in 1961 in the 
urban areas of Sacramento and Stockton. Phase 2, proposed as a five-year study, 
included San Francisco as well and began in October, 1964. As of September, 1967, 
the City of Modesto was added to the former study area. In all, four separate 
experimental units are involved, with each unit handling 80-85 cases at full 
buildup. Experimentals are assigned to low caseloads - twelve youths for each 
parole agent. Within the experimental program, agents are assigned to work 
with those types of youths with whom they appear best suited, or "matched". 

The following are among the program elements which can be utilized in any 
given case: (1) individual and/or group-centered treatment; (2) careful placement 
planning, particularly during initial phases of the youths' program; (3) use of 
group homes and other out-of-home placements; (4) accredited school program 
located within the Project's treatment center ~ in(:luding ~.ndividual and small 
group tutoring, plus arts and crafts; (5) rr~creaticmal opportunities both within 
and outside of the treatment center; (6) parole agl~nt contact with schools and 
other community agencies - department of E.~mployment, etc. 

1 
Included in this review are selections from a summary description which appeared 
in: The Status of Current Research in the California Youth Authority. Division 
of Research. July, 1969. 
More detailed DTED progress reports may be obtained by writing to the Community 
Treatment Project - Research Section. 3610 5th Avenue, Sacramento, Calif. 95817. 
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The 

1. 

2. 

3. 

aims of the Group Home project are: 
'f establishing five types of group 

To determine the feasibility 0 once taken toward the wards and in 
homes - the five varying in sta .• lationships _ with each type of 
modes of handling interpersonali~e t specific to the growth and 

i t pe of env ronmen 
home represent ng a y 1 t es of delinquent youths. 
development needs of particu ar yp , 

ironments describing in deta'il 
To develop a taxonotl!Y. of releva~: :~~ironments: including the amounts 
the important aspects of the f; the nature of rewards and penalties, 
of structure provided for ward

h
, teristics of the group home parents 

the methods of teaching, the c arac 
and their styles of handling children. 

group home experience on the children 
To evaluate the impact of the 
assigned to them. 

I th" and utility of each home, together 
4. To evaluate the ov~rali ~;:oup homes more generally; to describe 

with the concept 0 us ng, to implications for the use of group 
project experiences re1at~ve 
homes in settings other than CTP. 

have already been randomly assigned 
Group home subjects are individuals wh~reatment Project. These cases are " 

to the experimental group o~ the commun;~YMaturity Level Classification: ~uven!l: 
diagnosed according to th: Inter~e~~~~ I-level classification system is ~nclu e 
(I-Level). A brief descr~ption 0 
in Appendix A. 

1 sal These were f' d in the origina propo • 
Five types of group homes were d~~~e f the Community Treatment Project and 

based on the Differential Treatment M e _Of_home placements. Group Home Types 
on experiences in finding appropriatedou~g~ed for youngsters with specific I-level 
I II and Ill, described beloW, are es 1 cement of these youngsters. Group 
ciassifications only, an: ;~rgn:~ef~~n;~~~::e~t: of a temporaEY nahtu~: on~~:o~y~~!1 
Home Types IV and V are e 1 vel classification. T e ~ve • 

, f th irrespective of their 1- e Th Ty VI Home model - deve10pe( 
typ,es 0 you , 1 i summary form. e pe t 1 
or models, are described be ow ~ is a recent addition for long-term placemen • 
by the Group Home Project staff . 

are distinguished by the I-leve: 
for the differing kinds 

folloWS: 
lCode names 

system are as 

of wards which 

Delinquent Subtype 
Asocial, Aggressive 
Asocial, Passive 

code Name 
12 Aa 

Ap 

Cfm 
Cfc 
Mp 

conformist, Immature 
conformist, cultural 
Manipulator 
Neurotic, Acting-out 

14 Na Neurotic, Anxious 
Nx Situa~ional Emotional Reaction 
Se cultural Identifier 
Ci btvpe within the eligible CTP population 

current representation for elach) si
u a~ follows: 

d Stockton rna es s lfY"l. (Sacramento an cfm = 11%; Cfc = V~, Mp :I 11%; 
Aa = 1'70; Ap = 3%; 

1"1 Se=3"!· Ci=S%. Nx = 3 10; 10J Na = 25'70; 
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Type I - Protective Home (for Four Youngsters Classified as Ap or Cfm)l 

This type of home is for immature and very depencl~nt youngsters -
individuals who have often experienced neglect, and sometimes brutality, 
within their own families. In view of their ext:r.'eme need for patience, 
intensive support and supervision, the most desirable environment would be 
one in which normal (constructive) family living is approximated as closely 
as possible - particularly in the context of a married couple who are flexible 
and sufficiently durable to offer attention of this type over periods of one 
or more years. A primary goal in the Type I Home is to create and reinforce 
the image of a giving, caring, non-threatening adult - one who can help the 
ward experience both a sense of belonging and, hopefully, one of being 
valued as an individual. 

Type II - Containment Home (for Six Youngsters Classified as Mp or Cfc) 

This home is for those youngsters who are usually labeled as "defective 
characters" or culturally-conforming delinquents. It was designed to operate 
largely on a "non-family" basis, and to emphasize concrete and realistic 
demands for productive behavior and conformity to firm, objective authority 
and control. 

A primary treatment goal for this home is that of demonstrating support 
and concern for wards in placement, while minimizing the threat of adult power. 
Communication through actions as well as by words is to be accomplished by 
giving the wards material things (food, clothing), in addition to the time 
and attention which is to be spent with them during group activities. The 
youngsters are to be rewarded for their participation and intention rather 
than the level olf their actual performance. Where poss ible, they are also 
to be encouraged to make decisions and to choose appropriate alternatives. 

Type III - Boarding Home (for Six Youngsters Classified as Na, Nx, Se, or Ci) 

This home is for the interpersonally more mature and internally more 
complex wards - particularly those who are beginning a process of emancipation 
but who do not yet possess sufficient strength to live by themselves (e.g., in 
an independent placement). The group home parents should playa role which 
allows relationships to develop on the initiative of the wards, and in an 

1 In October, 1967, this home was made available to selected Iu Nx's and Na's -
those who, because of their relative maturity and/or particular combination of 
personality traits, would stand a good chance of being compatible with Cfm's 
with whom they would be placed. (This combination of subtypes has, in fact, 
turned out to be workable and valuable.) No I2's were ever placed into this 
home, due chiefly to their virtual absence of representation among Stockton 
CTP wards during the time this home was in operation. 
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atmosphere of comfort without threat. Open communication and explanation of 
motives and intentions should be present in order to head off or eliminate 
m'J.sinterpretations which may be made by some I43s - mainly Na 's. The home 
should provide a base from which youngsters can work at resolving some of 
t.heir internal conflicts, and on problems of ell\8.ncipation and personal identity 
us well. These yov-ths should be allowed and encouraged to set their own pace 
for relationship-development. In view of these needs and emphases, it is 
apparent that the primary features of the Type III Home should include concern 
and acceptance, understanding and emotional support - this, in addition to the 
presence of overall structuring without, at the same time, large quantities of 
control or supervision. 

Type IV - Temporary Care Home (for Six Youngsters of I-levels 2 through 4) 

This home is designed to provide a resource for wards who require temporary 
placement(up to thirty days), but for whom neither custody nor independent living 
is appropriate. Support rather than custody is emphasized with this type of home. 

Type V - Short-Term Restriction Home (for Six Youngsters - All I-level Types) 

This home is for wards nef.'ding fairly restr:f.ctive behavioral limits imposed 
upon them. It will be used as a substitute for det~ntion in juvenile halls or 
other similar facilities. Placement will usually be limited to about one week, 
thereby allowing for continuation of school, work or whatever program the age.nt 
decides upon. If a ward needs a longer period of control or is unable to adjust 
to the pressure of the home, then some other arrangement will be made. A type 
of 'house arrest' policy will probably exist in contrast to a 'locked door' 
policy. The group home parents will provide a non-parental stance together 
with as much program on the premises as seems to be necessary.l 

Type VI - Individualized Home (for Six 14's - Primarily Na's and Nx's) 

This home is for a speCified yet - in terms of level of social-emotional 
development - rather broad grouping of 14 wards. These individuals are sometimes 
placed into foster homes; and not infrequently, they are given - rather prematurely 
a form of independent placement. All too often, without such placements, these 
wards would otherwise have remained within their own, rather destructive homes 
or else with relatively inadequate or otherwise inappropriate relatives. The 
environment of the Type VI Home is designed to make available "family-like" 
intera.ctions and relationships - yet to also allow each individual youth to 
determine the e!cope and depth of the particular relationships he might wish 
to develop with other individuals within the home, and to set the pace of any 
such relationships as well. Thus, a great deal of flexibility will be allowed 

1 This home was never established since no appropriate candidates were located. 
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in terms of the expectations of th 
terms of the nature of th . e youngsters relatiw> to h 
Placement within this hom:ir relationship wi~h the grOl~p ho!e e home, and in 
plans for individual w d is intended to be relativel' '1 parents. 
individual foster hC'Jme a\ sd can include r,eturn to fami1:~ po~g-term. Long-range 
group home . ,n ependent living or co ti 'd' acement in an 

• , n nue placement in the 

is In G~oup Home Types I II 

Tre~~:~~~e:u:~r:~s~;ntak~ Staffi;!~ i:~~l:i~ga~~!s~~~~dof each ward to a home 
other parole agent 'hParole Agent aSSigned to the inator a Research Analyst, 
such intake staffi~g= ~ hrve been using the home. ~:~~' and (when necess.ary) 
tion) the following. nc ude (in addition to the youn o~s ;onsidered during 
placement for the i reasons for the need of an out gs er s I-level c1assifica_ 
particular home an~ ~:n t \o1ard; treatmen'tgOals of the -~f~~~~e and/or group home 
factors "fit" with th he wards already reSiding th g ,nature of the 
and goals of the e present and future needs of t~re and how well these 

agent. e, ward and with the thinking 

In the Ty IV The pe, Temporary Care H 
Plac:~~~n!~~ :~~~;r~d prior to Place=~ ~~ i~:;t~;~::~ent dstaffing is required. 

n an emergency and odd h b War s are such that - our asis. ~ 

Aside from the usual rou 
home parents meet eve g p home parent a'nd parole a 
to enhance communicat~ntwodweeks with agents and the Gr~~ntHcontacts, the group 
home parents Oth an to bring parole agent i P ome Coordinator 
and Research'AnalY:~ ~eetings involve parole agent: ~~o ~he training of group 

n an on-going evaluation of th' 7 roup Home Coordinator 
e gl.ven homes 

Research staff ha d • 
ccllection _ includin s. eveloped and adapted a number 0 

are used primarily Wi~h l.nterviews, questionnaires and st!f;~struments for data 
data which is group home parents ward ng guides. These 

. f utilized. som;O~~i~~~y collected in the C~~i~y a~;e~~role agents. Additional 
1) characteristics of t~reas in which data is being cOll~e~tdProject is also 
subjects die group home study bj ec e relate to' 
Within eac~ro~gt~he program; 2) characteris~~cse~~s and changes in thes~ 
and ward needs t e f~~e group home environments' 3)a~~ changes through time 
to meet these '0 ~ge er with the relative abi11t e nature of agent goals 
of establishin: :n~ an~ needs; 4) cost accounting

y
_or inability of given homes 

how they are handled ma ~taining the homes; 5) manage:n~ssedssment of the cost 
an resolved. an maintenance issues _ 
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H~es Foc Youthful Offenders 
2 The Gl'oT~ing use Of Group and dependent 

• f juvenile delinquents 
i the rehabilitation 0 11 group-centered 

Major trends n d d the developm~nt of sma, d hift from 
children have rece~tl~i~c~~Sebeen in addition to :s~id~~~~::Si~glY, independent 
treatment programs based correctional progra With many of these 
residential to comm~ni~i~ted as alternatives to probatio~~y setting, correctional 
programs have been ~ treat offenders within the commun~ homes together with 
programs attempting 0 in 1 aware of a need for group t ever-increasing 
workers have become !ncrea~ l!vIng facilities designed to m~~e need for halfway 
other community-base grou has been in addition to 
placement demands. This, in turn, 

homes. California's several counlties ~e~: 
Probation subsidy programs throughout 11 as large-scale deve opmen 

to constitute an extre~~;y a~;;n~~i~~~~n~~y~~ased treatme~~fiC~~~s:~u~~t~~~ 
rehabilitation within bing shown among county probation ithin the community 
inhcrea~ig~~ ~~~~e:~fe~ti:elY manage juv~nil~op~~~a~~~~:r~o~rectional agenc~. 
t ey m tive to sending t em h mes as one way 0 
setting as an a~ter~~ments have begun to develop grouP

d °placement needs and, 
Some probation epa innnediate yet wtdesprea , t the more 
meeting certain of t~~~~ :~~~d be staff~d and progr~e~n~od~~~erential 
also, as resources wi. of their newly deve op~ 
specialized treatment object vas 

treatment programs. are becoming increasingly 

Probation departm~~~:n~~:~u~~~~~m~~~ ~~~~:Pts, particul~~;~e!~~~~ which 
enthusiastic about dif b the Center for Training in D vailable 
ara given specifiI e~~~~~i~g In I-level theory and prac~;~: ~: :ell as local 
Treatment (CTDT)'ifi d personnel from a wide range ~f s welfare and probation, 
at CTDT to divers i etional units - such as correcthon~ifferential treatment 
agencies and organ za revention. While t e i t-les of 
public schools and deli~iu~~~yq~estions which pertain tOfa~lc~:~e;t~alizina 
model does not answer a 'd a frame of reference 0 
delinquency, it appears to P~o~lb~ diverse groupS of offenders. 

h range of problems pres en e 
t e - ' t of numerous agencies -

The increased use of group ho~e~e o~e~~~e~a~o (1) a growing awarene~: 
particularly probat!O~a~u:p~~a~~ l~V\'! 1 and di£feren~ia~l tr~~~:~~~ ~~~~:~ion 
of the existenc~ a(~) the monies noW being made aiva a r:ness by sach agencies 
and methods, an lated to (3) a grow ng awa 
Subsidy. It also appears re 
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of the potential, which they as agencies possess for developing meaningful, 
connnunity-based programs. CTDT has .in many instances helped to develop this 
awareness. A number of departments have, in addition, consulted with staff 
from DTED with regard to developing homes of the type which were established 
as part of the Youth Authority's Group Home Project. At the present time, 
for example, Alameda County Probation Department has an I-level tf~eatment unit 
and is placing juvenile probationers into group homes organized along I-level 
lines. Also, the El Dorado County Probation Department is currently developing 
I-level-oriented group homes for dependent and delinquent juve.nile wards. In 
Februar.y of 1969, the Counties of Orange, Riverside) and San Bernardino began 
for the first time to seriously consider using group homes to meet increased 
placement demands for welfare and probation wards. 

Within the Department of the Youth Authority, a continuation of the present 
Community Treatment Project - to be known as CTP-Phase 3 - is scheduled for the 
peri(~ 1969-74. At full buildup, some 156 boys will be part of the,Sacramento 
experiment at anyone point in time, as compared with 72 during the period 1964-69. 
The more than doubled male population implies potentially greater use of out-of
home placements, particularly group homes of the types with which CTP agents 
have becqlllC accustomed. 

Existing CTP Homes: A Type III boarding home which is presently in operation 
in Sacramento will be continued into CTP Phase 3. A desirable supplement to 
this would be a Type IV, temporary care home. This home would appear to be 
most appit'opriate for older wards who are still unable to tolerate relatively 
close, or even particularly lasting, individual relationships - yet who may be 
able to relate satisfactorily to a form of group living on a limited-term basis. 
While CTP Phase 3 could make good use of each of the types of group homes which 
have been developed by DTED, the types of homes Which will probably be developed 
in S~\cramento within .the near future are the Type II, IV, and VI, (Containment, 
Temporary Car.e, and Individualized). 

The present CTP experimental program which is located in Stockton will be 
terminated shortly before the close of CTP Phase 2 operations. A Community 
Parole Center will at that point replace the pl.'esent CTP program in Stockton. 
The new program wi"l be housed at the present CTP office. The temporary care 
home which is currently utilized by the Stockton CTP Unit will be continued 
following the completion of this sWitchover. 

In summary, differential treatment environments - particularly in the form 
of group homes - appear likely to be increasingly viewed as a crucial factor 
in treatment, on the part of both special treatment units and regular parole 
centers. Given a continuation of the current trend shown by various agencies 
to train workers in I-level theory and differential treatment techniques, one 
might expect to find some of the methods and instruments which have been 
developed at DTED assuming increasing importance ~7ithin the field of juvenile 
justice. At the same time, a number of central issues with which DTED has 
grappled during its 3~ years of existence are likely to prove of considerable 
relevance to the development of given programs. 

Three of the most important issues will now be presented: (1) recruitment, 
(2) training and s~a£f interaction, and (3) maintenance. 
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RECRUl'rMENT 

efer to five frequently 
i e to recruitment will r 1fare workers, and 

our remarks re1at v rn to p~obation officers, ~e i client-populations. 
encountered areas of c~c~om deals with somewhat dif er .ng 
parole agents - eac~ ~i wted by means of four questions. 
These areas can be n ca to take several youngsters -

Where can one locate peoyp~~t~~o_a~:t:i~~;~~ home during the same 
1. particularly delinquent 

period of time'? 
. hI or sought after, 

2. 

3. 

4. 

of the most des~ra e, of OTED home'? 
part of parents of each type What have been some 

characteristics on the 
and/or persuad~) people to 

How does DTED staff get, wh~ch in addition, gram - one ~ , 
in a limited-term pro research design'? 

become involved 
involves certain 

l' 't commitments to a 
exp ~c~ father to be directly involved 

it for e group home 
How important is t and supervtsion'? 
in ward managemen 

Group Home Parent candidates 
1. Locating individuals from this 

. h were screened and most of the h me pt~rents bad 
Most cand~dates w °th n hired to become DTED group ~ (2) the friends 

original group who we~~) s~ngI;:C:hi1d foster parents ~r ~e~~hiid foster parents. 
either formerly be~~ id als who themselves had been s ng 
or relatives of in v u and other group home and foster 

h depended upon newspaper ads t staff has depended upon 
DTED staff as . candidates. Most importS!)" ds As noted in a 

home parent~ for 10cat~:!11 as parole agents, for home 1e~ ~s were made by 
other agency staffs as f the total referrals for all ~om~E~Precruitment situation 
previoUS report,S % 0 ff 1 Genercal1y speaking, t e fi d themselves: the 
other youth ~utho~i~y i~t:hi~h welfare and probat~on ~or~~:~ gr~up home parents 
has been un1~keft a~have an available resource 0 p01~nensing units which are 
latter groupS 0 ten i 1 home-finding and home- c 

h fforts of spec a ' 
due to tee h d to their department. 

ermanent1y attac e mb of candidates 
P , ith CTP agents, a nu er 

i us experience w 
Based largely on prev 0, 

. Project: Differential 

1 're ~ E Palmer, T.B. 
J W Ha~ ,,~. ., 

Pearson, ." t for Delinquents. 

A Demonstrat~on 
Second year Progress Report. 

Treatment Environmen s 
August, 1968. pp. 60-63. 
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had developed a good deal of confidence in the ability of parole agents to 
interact with them, both frequently"and informally, in relation to developing 
and implementing treatment programs for individual wards in their care. As a 
result, these candidates were not overly worried about the possibility of caring 
for as many as six boys at one time. Generally speaking, most of the individuals 
who were hired were in fact quite willing (both emotionally and on a fairly 
realistic basl5 as well) to undertake caring for at least several children at 
the same time. It appeared easier for them to reach this type of decision, or 
level of confidence, (1) once they had been apprised in some detail as to the 
nature of CTP's delinquent population, (2) once they felt a,ssured that they 
would receive parole agent and agency support and assistance on an ongoing 
basis, and not merely at times of crises,and (3) once their roles as group 
home parents had been clearly defined (at least in principle), and agency 
expectations had likewise been made relatively clear. 

Like most CTP foster parents, group home parents usually want and need to 
become integral parts of the treatment process. For this reason, and to avoid 
possible--fu;::ure misunderstanding, it is important to initially indicate to them 
whether or not an involvement of this kind is in fact desired and/or expected 
and, if so, to what extent. This is particularly critical in view of the wide 
range of interactions which group home parents are likely to have with the 
youths - interactions which relate to daily living routines, recreational outings, 
school, employment, and so on. 

As one might anticipate, it does in fact turn out that the nature and amount 
, of information which group home parents are able to provide to parole agents about 
wards is strongly and directly affected by the nature of their personal relation
ship with both agents and other agency staff. If thi.s relationship is one of 
mutual ·trust and cooperationl then the chances of ~xchanging meaningful and 
significant information, and of maintaining a long-term, supportive environment 
as well, are both greatly enhanced. In-the absence of such a relationship, or 
in the presence of marked tendencies to the contrary, efforts to maintain the 
home will in all likelihood be fruitless. In this case, difficult or unpleasant 
experiences with parole agents and/or with other agency staff are likely to cause 
group home parents to abandon their thoughts of caring for already rather difficult 
and sometimes even unpleasant delinquent youths. 

2. Desirable Characteristics In Group Home Parents 

DTED operati,ons and research staff concur in the view that the objectives 
of any group home will, if achieved at all, be achieved through the efforts of 
parents and staff who are most directly involved with it. Consequently, much 
care should be taken to recruit, select, develop, and retain competent, relatively 
perceptive adults who are qualified to meet the needs of the particular kinds ~f 
youngsters for Whom the given home is required. Apart from the broad factor~ of 
competence and perceptiveness, we have observed a number of differing and s(;)metimes 

lpar'ticularly, when expressed in terms of a desire - on the part of nearly everyone 
who is concerned with the home - to work toward relatively similar treatment 
objectives and to use complimentary or relatively similar treatment techniques. ,,' 
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changing opinions - among and across parol~ agents, supervisors, and researchers -
as to just what the "ideal" group home parent's "profile" should look like, 
relative to each of the DTED homes, Added to this already-present complexity would 
be the group home parent's idea of what his role can and should be in relation to 
delinquent youths, and his view of self in general. It is nevertheless possible 
to mention some general group home parent characteristics which appear desirable 
for most home types and most placement needs. Descriptions which are somewhat 
more specific to each type of DTED home will b(.' presented afterward. 

a, Generally Desirable characteristics (Across Homes) 

Group home parents must genuinely like children. This is an essential, and 
not merely a desirable or ideal feature. Desirable, and in some instances ideal 
features would include warmth, personal integrity and overall maturity, together 
with an intellectual capacity for and interest in continued learning, Group home 
parents should have the ability to work effectively with professional staff, 
They should be in reasonably good physical health, and should be relatively stable 
emotionally. They should have the capacity to at least try to carry out any 
professionally sound treatment requests which may be made of them. They should 
show an interest in participating, if and when feasible, in self-development 
programs within the Agency and in the broader community as well. 

The following are features which appear somewhat more specific than most of 
the above, and which apply across nearly all DTED home types in addition to 
placement situations more generally (e.g., single-child foster homes): 

I 

1. Marital relations or personal problems which present no stimuli 
which might, to any significant degr~e, be of harm to the youths. 

2. Good or acceptable reputation. 

3. Reasonable economic 9t~.bHity and secure income for maintenance 
of own family. (Ideally, such an income would be apart from 
that connected with their group home involvement.) 

4. Group home fathers mayor may not be employed outside the home,l 
but mothers should not be. 

5. Ability of at least one parent to speak English. 2 

This w,Quld depend largely upon the given type of home in question. (Whether they 
are or <1.re not employed outside the home, group home fathers need to be actively 
involved in the home.) 

2 These five features resemble, but are not identical with, those described in 
Rules and Regulations for Child-Caring Institutions. State Board of Social 
Welfare. State of New York. Second Edition. February, 1966: pp. 9-20. 
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home father in an appropriate, ''wifely'' manner. 

The Type II Home father should be seen more as a "home operator" (one who 
runs the home) than as a "parent" with whom the boys must attempt to relate on 
a close, one-to-on~, and/or son-to-father basis. AdoIe;Cent-aged Mp's as well 
as Cfc's (Mp's to perhaps a greater degree) often find it difficult or impossible 
to relate to parent-figures, particularly to father-figures. Initially, most 
such boys will need to feel free to maintain a comfortable and - from their 
standpoint - safe emotional distance from the group home father. This is somewhat 
true of the mother-figure as well; and (with both the mother and father-figures) 
this situation will sometimes remain unchanged throughout the entire relationship. 
Adults who are able to relate to youths who have needs of thb type will have to 
be unusually tolerant and non-retaliative when confronted with seeming rejection -
whether this takes the form of a volatile outburst or that of: a rather cool and 
indifferent front. 

d. Type III - Boarding Home 

The Type III Home mother needs to show concern and patience in a non
emasculat ing, non-condescending and generally unthreat:ening manner. This 
should help the youth (particularly the 14 N) to develop greater self-esteem 
and to feel a greater degree of interpersonal comfort. In the case of many 
14 Ci's and Se's, she needs to be the kind of parent-figure who does not force 
the relationship. She also needs to be seen as someone who can be trusted, who 
will not make a "federal case" out of things, and who will not be perceived as 
"phony", insincere or even particularly uncertain of herself. 

The male adult, (who at times might come to be seen as a father-figure), 
needs to project an image of personal adequacy, self-assurance and a good deal 
of emotional stability or general "maturity". He also needs to be able to let 
the boy know that he - the boy - is "o.k.". He should encourage the development 
of self-adequacy and independence. At the same time, he should be able to allow 
for perio~ic, major regressions and for expressions of considerable dependency 
on the part of youngsters. As with the female adult (who, at times, might be 
seen as a mother-figure) he should be accepting and tolerant of many problem 
areas; and he will need to be able to withstand non-verbal testing (as well as 
occasional verbal abuse) in particular. 

e. Type IV - Temporary Care Home 

With this type of home, parents must obviously have the capacity to adapt 
to continual ward movement in and out of the home. Yet, despite frequent 
population movement and major changes in subtype composition, these individuals 
also need to maintain a rather stable and non-chaotic home atmosphere. They 
must be able to tolerate wards who exhibit widely varying types of behavior -
and numerous expressions of differing levels of social maturity - within short 
intervals of time. They also need to be able to tolerate frequent interruptions 
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In addit:i.on to the somewhat more generous overall ward-subsidy rates, a 
further advantage was that - at least compared with many agencies - DTED staff 
was allowed a considerable measure of flexibility and freedom relative to 
determining t,he exact manner in which the basic ward-subsidy would be allocated 
to each home.. Once a general agreement was reached with a given set of group 
home parents on such important items as an equitable amount of (1) minimum 
retainer and. (2) individual ward-subsidy, a written contract was then drawn 
up which could be applied to the specific, anticipated program as well as the 
financial status, concerns and limitations of their particular home. Thus, there 
existed no a priori, universally applied formula as to what would constitute a 
Ifreasonab1f!u amount of payment. Among its other principal features, each such 
contract guaranteed a monthly minimum retainer whether or not any youngsters 
were actua.11y residing within the home for given intervals of time. Beyond 
this, the contract specified a monthly ward-subsidy rate which was to be issued 
on the basis of the total number of days per month which each youngster was in 
attendance within the home. The amount of monthly retainer was determined on 
the basis of the group home parents' need to make necessary structural changes 
and to equip, furnish and maintain the given home on a continuing basis for the 
number of wards indicated in their contract. The monthly ward-subsidy provided 
for room and board, normal clothing replacement, and incidental spending allowance 
for each youngster. 

Information received from Jllacement workers from other state agencies and, 
particularly, from those at the county level which have been involved in developing 
group homes, indicates that these agencies generally share as a primary concern 
not only the fact of (1) a basic unavailability of funds to provide an adequate 
monthly retainer, but also that of (2) being unable to offer a more equitable 
ward-subsidy rate in return for additional services which are often required of 
group home parents - in contrast that is, to services which are generally required 
of single-child foster parents. For example, when compared with some of the 
larger counties, county agencies within the DTED Project area are found to offer 
much less money for care of their wards in group home placements. This appears 
related to the fact that their funds are made available through Boarding Home and 
Institutions monies by local welfare agencies which usually adhere to fix,ed, 
pre-established and, in most cases, inadequate boarding home rates. Among the 
several problems which are generated or amplified by insufficient funding, the 
problem of unstable income - basically associated with a fluctuating ward popula
tion - makes it difficult for group home parents to develop the kind of overall 
home environment envisioned as ideal by many of these same agencies. It seemB 
highly desirable that each agency make provision for monthly retainers, the chief 
objective of which would be to maintain the home during periods of low attendance • 

In view of the many potential problem areas involved in establishing and 
maintaining effective relationships with group home parents, careful consideration 
should definitely be given to the funding of each home on an individual basis. 
In particular, consideration should be given to the pressing concerns of initial 
development, ongoing maintenance, fluctuating ward population, and the extent of 
required involvement on the part of the group home parents with operations (as well 
as research) staff in developing and implementing given programs. Because of 
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adequate funding, DTED was in a position to seriously consider, and carefully 
scrutinize, the many financial concerns of group home candidates. Since DTED 
had more than one option available to offer group home candidates, it was also 
possible - by means of our more individualized contracts - to offer these 
individuals a gre~ter degree of flexibility as well dS security than would 
have been the case with many other agencies. Consequently, DTEU was able to 
negotiate with candidates on quite an agreeable, and relatively personalized, 
basis - and with the knowledge that funds would be made available to back up 
our often extensive requests and demands for candidates' participation and 
involvement ill the treatment of youths. :~ 

A second, and very important factor in persuading group home parents to 
become an integral part of the DTED Project, was the availability of competent 
staff. Parole agents and their supervisors (some with several years of experience 
in I-level theory an~ differential tre~tment), teachers, consultants, clerical 
and research personnel who were accustomed to various levels of interaction with 
CTP wards - these fndividuals were available in varying degrees and capacities 
to the group home parents and/or youngsters. A number of them were either 
directly or indirectly involved in some aspect of the initial development of 
the relationship, and of the basic orientation and training, with regard to 
newly hired group home parents. 

ThU$, for example, during very early contacts with new parents, CTP and 
DTED staff both made carefully planned attempts to establish positive, candid 
interactions. Critical issues were spelled out as clearly as seemed possible 
at the given point in time. The issues in question related to such matters 
as agency expectations, nature of role as a DTED parent, and so on. Special 
emphasis was given to project research needs insofar as these would require the 
continuous cooperation and direct participation of the group home parents. 
Similarly, the special needs of the types of boys who probably would be placed 
into their homes would be reviewed with them. This was seen as still another 
step in the process of (1) sensitizing the parents to CTP's differential 
treatment methods, and (2) helping them to recognize CTP staff as being concerned 
professional treaters. The various needs of selected ward-subtypes were discussed 
to the extent possible at the time - that is, in view of the group home parents' 
relatively limited, initial exposure to I-level theory. Generally speaking, 
these needs were discussed at least to the extent necessary to acquaint the 
group home parents with the scope of the CTP-DTED task of caring for the given 
type of delinquent youths within the particular community se.'tting. 

Negative as well as positive experiences which CTP and DTED staff had 
previously had with other group home parents were - with appropriate tact -
t~hared with the new candidates. DTED staff viewed this as a way of opening up 
areas of possible discussion and of eliciting feelings and reactions on the part 
of candidates. It was also seen as a way of helping given candidates to better 
evaluate themselves as potential project participants and of supplying information i 

about important treatment issues as well. 
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important figure within the home. OTED staff, on the other hand, almost 
unanimously regard the father as being of equal importance in terms of needed 
interactions with youths. The more traditional view may -at least in part -
be an outgrowth of the obvious fact that ~ounser children spend more of their 
time at home with their mother and less of their time with the typically 
emp loyed, or ot hei:wis

e 
ou t _ of _ the -home father. nowever , such a view would not 

reflect certain events typically associated with the period of adolescence. 
Ordinarily, adolescents begin to pull away from home and parental ties, and to 
explore wider reaches of their environment as part of developing a sense of 
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self-identity which transcends that which incorporates the parent models of 
pre-adolescence alone. The group home father can play an important role relative 

to this latter process. 
While they may be at an earlier stage of emotional as compared with chrono

logical development, the majority of CTP youths have been deprived of appropriate 
parent models _ adequate fathers no less than mothers. They have usually developed 
confusing, frightening or otherwise damaging expectations with regard to masculine 
figures and the nature of adult male roles. This has left them ill-prepared for 
the task of developing an acceptable self-image or sense of interpersonal security, 
In conjunction with the numerous factors which may affect a youngster's behavior 
at the time he is placed into a group home, it is the intensity and importance of 
this particular developmental need which, in our view, underlies the more concrete 
and immediate need for the presence of a group home father who would be actively 
and appropriately involved, not only with the youth himself, but with other 
members of the household as welL For reasons such as these, »TED has consistentll 
placed definite demands on the father in addition to the mother, not only to 
participate with staff in the development of the home, but, in particular, to 
interact with youngsters to the extent possible in relation to home recreation, 
work projects, and/or "family" activities in general. 

From time to time, we have been asked if it has been difficult to obtain 
cooperation from the father when, by reason of our contracts (which are usually 
written in the wife's name alone) we had literally not contracted with him for 
his services. such inquiries seemed to be based on-the thought that when the 
father maintained full-time, gainful employment apart from the group home itself, . 
he would be unable or unwilling to participate very much in home affairs. Yet, 
except for two instances, OTED has received excellent cooperation from group 
home fathers. It has been clear that most group home fathers have viewed 
themselves _ even from the start _ as important contributors to the welfare of 
youngsters. Generally speaking, it was on that basis that they attempted to 
carry out the project's expectations and needs - whether as members of a "team" 

or more as "individuals". 
Related to the father's importance in the home is the role he is able to 

play in connection with the grouP home mother's need for support and attention. 
Relative to the yOUngsters, a relationship of this type can help the parents 
meet the youths' need to directly observe parental cooperation and even affectio, 
Beyond this, it is important for youths to see that the patents will - on ration" 
grounds, and certainly out of genuine concern for the youthS - support one anothe 
on matters such as discipline and limit-setting. Apart from this (and with very 
few exceptions), it would be extremely difficult for a mother to communicate 
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as well as follow thro h setting essentially onugero~::l aspects of group home discipline and limit-

Because DTED t f ( highly important _sa:dfb:~n8iders the group home father' 
some candidates were rej au:e of the particular s participation to be 
inappropriate particiPat~~te on grounds of poten~~:~~yrCh models being ted ted n on the part of the fath insufficient or 

Th 

er-figure. 

us, for example durin 1 nearly every thin ' g 968 two Stockton h 
of living space :n~P:::~~:b~uite acceptable (PhYSi~sl::r~ilocated in which 
capabilities, etc.). H e equipment, mother's atHt / on, type and amount 
construction work t owever, in one such case th u e and overall 
consistent basis ' ~~veled to the point of his b ~ father, as part of his 
having operated ~ f s couple had had prior ex eei

ng 
.navailable on a 

Stockton area. und:~ter home for regular, non-~T~ ence with CYA wards -
absence had not been t~~: ~atter conditions, the fa~~:~~: agents within the 
instance, the father had g ~ of as posing a major probl periods of phyaicai 
his wife and others a engthy record of ph si em. In the second 
licensed home for a' e/or several years his Wif~ h:~l violence towards both 
were it not for theg people. This home would h :uccessfull

y 
operated a 

presence of this type of pote::~alee~ ~uite appropriate 

Along these lines a uH male modeL 
recruited from Au ' L. W. Hunter has recentl care of Oregon te:~:t, 1960 to August, 1961, in ~.:;eported that of 95 families 
program two years la~:~s, ~ly 35 were still caringn~ctionwith the foster 
were (1) the foster fath ,ong the chsrscteristics f~r teenagers in the 
and (2) the foster paren~~'s high degree of particiPat~nd ~n these 35 familie, 
ss being significant fi recognition and acceptan o~ n the child's care 
good deal of contrast tgur~s in the child's life 1 ~ a the natural parents 
program. a t ose of families which' h d "ese features were in a a dropped out" of the 

1 

Al 
,.. Foster Home f so see. Turn s or Teenagers Child ' Gir is in' the co:.: ~. A Gi ds' Group n":": An ~en, 11 (6). pp. 234-243. 1964. 

California Youth A:t~~;ityc~nity Treatment proj:~~O~~hpo~~ Treating Delinquent Series: 1969, No. 1. 

Hunter L W 
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TRAINING AND STAFF INTERACTION \ \ 
\ 

The chief concern in this area was to develop group home parents in ways 
which would help them to better carry out the tasks and overall program desired, 
as well as required, relative to the given types of urSD home. Effective 
interactions among staff _ and between staff and group home parents - were 
seen a. one of the key components in the achievement of this broad objective. 

1. ~nera1 considerations 
Training usually proceeded in each of two ways - with both approaches 

sometime' being used within the same home. The first consisted of discussions 
which involved only the Group Rome coordinator and the group home ~a.ents. 
In this case, the content of discussion typically related to 'Youth Authority 
policy and philosophy regarding the care and treatment of troubled and lor 
troublesome youngsters. Information would be presented regarding the emotional 
needs of the given type(s) of youthS who would be appropriate for placement in 
the particular home. In addition, these discussions typically touched upon d~ily-living needS relative t.J such items as ... dica1 care, clothing, and die,tary 
standards. The manner in which foster care payments were to be mode would alSO 
be taken up. Information pertaining specifically to (1) treatment stanc~ and 
techniqueS appropriate to given I-level subtypes and to (2) the deve10p .... ,t 
of each specific group home model - this was presented in a very general way 

only by the Group Home coordinator.
1 

The s.cond approach _ a kind of 'team' approach - centered around the idea 
of considerable parole agent participation relative to group home parents' 
development. Thus, information concerning treatment stance, treatme"t technique, ' 
and profes.iona1 orientation of individual parole agents would u.ua1

1
y be 

presented during regularly scheduled staffings which were a part of the overall 
project approach which bas been described e1sewhere.

2 
These staffing

s 
usually 

included parole agents, the Group Rome project Researcher, the Group Rome 
Coordinator, the group home parents and very often the supervising Parole Agent. 

The type and amount of information which needed to be c=nicated was 
what generally determine6 the way in which, and the optimal setting in which, 
that information would be brought out. For instance, for each type of home, 
development of the model (as expressed in the form of a given type of program) 
was worked on within the context of staffing groupS of the types previouslY 

~l------------------------------------------------------------------------'---Each individual parole agent had direct responsibility for presenting 
information concerning the treatment of any given individual ward. 

2 See sections on 'management staffings'. 
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described. An exception was Home, due primarily to th made in relation to the change of agents and e temporary n.ture of it Type IV, Temporary Care 

~r~:~:~ingthorGProgr~~~~~~(~:~~tWyi~h!nt lthe home p~e~~~~~:m! n~::~' the constant 
, e roup Ho C ea.t along • deal of 

principally that inf me oordinator communicat d very specific lines As 
app d ormation ab t e to the Ty I . eare 0,s.entia1 in te ou I-level subtype 1 . pe V Home parents 
which could at any ti rms of helping them man c ass1fication

l 
which 

me have been placed withina~~e~~eh~everal ward-subtypes 

Parole agents inst"u me. 
concerned the specifi~ t cted the Temporary Care H both frequent and usuallreatment of individual war~ parents in matters which 
primary objective was thY quite specific in nature . This communication was 
objectives. In many i at of meeting particular ~ particularly since its 
the given wards immedin~t~nces, these Objectives'hsdo~t-range treatment a e y prior to their pl a een established for 

Due to the . acement into the home 

III greater co 1 . , and VI Homes mp, exity of the treat 
getting together ~tm~~: ~i a,joint effort was n::~:dissue~ in the Type I II 
perception-sharing. These"":' and it made possible ;h Thl

S

. Involved 'ma~y h;ads 
parole agent(s), group ho groupings' usually 1nvol ~ valuable process of me parents and the Group HO:: 'P~~ej Grtou

p 
Bome Coordinator _ ec Researcher. ' 

2. Use Of The Group,Home By Two Or More Agents 
Several fa t At The Same Time 

part of c ors seem to determi are th a group of agents who ar kn: effectiveness in working togethe 
e agents I indivi4ual level: ma

of 
.. 1ng use of the same r on the group home. Included 

1 

(1) professional experience experience in Youth A h- for example, amount of ut ority and CTP' 

(2) E!"",9fessional developll' ' 
they have defined th~~~t -lfor example, how well 
and how comfo t bl . ro e as treate~ 1 comfort bl rae they are in thi -paro e agent 
b a e they are in te s role; haw 
a!!itihf?r ward management~t~f sharing responsi-

o er agents; group home parents 

(3) personal investment in th willingness to . eir work - includi f 1nvest much f ng a 

(4) 

(5) 

In addition to 

o time, energy and emotion~' themselves in terms , 

comm;t~nt to use of resour~e in treati group homes as an important 
ng delinquents; 

recognition of d all others who :~e ~~:p~ct for the capabilities c~ p~rsonal needs and/or Wi~ - ability not to let~ 
t e total needs of the hS es cause disregard for ome. 

basic home management infoI'1lllEltion. 
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Factors such as these have influenced agents' ability to share information and 
ideas among themselves and to cooperate in efforts to meet the many and often 
complex treatment needs of individuals placed within given homes. With 
occa

S 

ional exceptionS, thes e fac tors have operated ,t;, a pos it i ve d irec t ion and 
have led to a good, deal of cooperation _ng agents relative to the goal of 

actualizing the original group home models. 
While all five fac tors seem to operate s Lmultaneous ly in all group homes, 

the dominant or mo.
t 

critical factor in anyone home may differ from that of 
another home. For example, the degree of personal investment in their work 
shown by several agents during most of the life of the Type 111, Boarding Home 
this appeared to be the most noteworthy among the above factors in relation to 
the effectiveRess of this particular home. On the other hand, in the Type I, 
protective Home, the agents' level of commitment to the use of group homes 
seemed to be the most noteworthy factor. Beyond this, large differences in 
the level of commitment among agents who are simultaneously making use of 
the ~ home will sometimes create considerable disunity within the home. 

At one time or another during the life of the Project, each DTED home was 
used by more than one parole agent during the same period of time. Mainly 
because of the trea_nt-centered need to match wards and agents as closelY 
as possible, it is not considered appropriate for a ward to be reassigned to 
a different parole agent for the sole purpose of being placed into a home which 
is specified for a particular I-level subtype. The same applies to homes which 
serve several or all possible subtypes. Thus, for example, during a period of 
thirteen months in the Type IV, Temporary Care Home, some seven parole agents 

On the other hand, there were particular 2eriods of time when only one 
agent was making use of a given home, as in the case of the Type 1 and 11 Homes. 
This generally happened during periods of ~aseload vacancies. There were, for 
ex_

le
, occasions on which only one agent, rather tban the usual twO, was 

available to supervise caseloads which contained wards of the particular I-level 
subtypes appropriate for a given home. This type of situation might occur while 
a new parole agent assignment was pending. It would generally take the form of 
a sort of "courtesy" supervision, and/or a handling of a given crisis. 

supervised 20 different boys relative to a total of 34 placements (some bOYS 
having returned for a third or fourth placement). 

An illustration of faulty communication and personality clash which 
materiallY influenced the development of a group home may be given relative 
to the early days of the D's home. This was a Type 11, containment Home, one 
in which an adequate communication network and close cooperation on all issues 
were considered paramount relative to the interactions among all responsible 
staff. ~he difficulties in question arose with the hiring and involvement of 
a second agent after a few months of having had only one agent, an individual 
with whom the group home parents had learned to interact extremely well; The 
ensuing difficulties may have amounted to little more than a fairly minor 
problem in a home other than one which was being closely scrutinized for 
research purposes, and in which amicable relationships and particularlY close 

coordination were of critical importance. 
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In any event co . . parents and the n~w ammun1cat10n problems began to not as aware of certa~:nt mainly because (1) bein arise between the grouD home 
latters' view, began to procedures as were the r~ new to CTP, this agentYwas 
personality was quite di~k. some inappropriategd.~~ home parents and, in the 
was assigned to a vacant c~rent from that of the fi sions. Also, (2) his 
home without having a i c-Mp caseload. He b rst agent. This agent 
had developed ss milated some of th egan placing boys int ' 
to derive fro~ ~~: ::~ succe~.fully used w~t~~:h~~ques which the fir~tt~:.~tS ~her:tions within the h:::nt ~.seeminglY inflexibl: ~~:-. Most problems ';eemed 

e ome offended th ..s strikingly d' nco on given issue ~~:egrate his stanceeWI~:u~h~~mefParents. In";~::~:~ngi~pproac~ to his w:r:=d
in 

ome and present a'" 0 the first agent ' was d.fficult to 
agent began to withdraw ~n1ted front" to the CfC_Mpand to effectively coordinat 
after awhil h rom very acti wards Soon th e ag.ntd e, e stopped placing hi ve participation in'h ,e first 

us. the home until h s wards into the h oms affairs; and 
:~~~~ interactions had set: transferrod out of CTP a~' Although the second i~iti~~~yt ~o r.-establish theg:~:~~ilY n~gative tone in~h:o~ths later, the 

f een created i I ve d.rection d ome. It was 
o the personality and ~ : t:t ~;hiS (at least in p:~t)atmosPhere which had y amic_ of the group home itself being a function 

Situations of this t parents themselves. 

agents who use extern ype have been experien ;orking with Cfc's M;;!y oriented treatment st~:~eprimarilY in connection with 
actor which may f~rth or Cfm's. In addition t s - such as are used when 

forceful way in w er contribute to this 0 those already menti 
new situations ~Ch the more externally .~ype of situation is the oned, ~e 
to make in the' " e sudden changes which 0< ented agents frequently comparat1vely 
feelin operation of a home an overly eager n move into 
other ::~n:=d w:::S~ on the part of :~!e::.:o frus trati~, :n~~:~~n ma~::l:empt 
to the total functioeiuse of the home. This m:arents, wards in the h~ r d 
or progra 1 n ng of the home y result in irr ' an th m e .... nts are 'bad' i ' - not necessarily b " eparable d_ge 

e manner in which the n and of themselves ecause the new stance 
already-operating techni are introduced and/or thei b~t chiefly because of ques and expectations. rack of consistency with 

Together with hi .. each new agent h 1 s supervisor (and - if alre d s ou d carefull present - a part a o~ ~~ist within the relev~n:"ses. the relationships g:::::p home coordinator) 

frustrati': ::~s~!.n;i:~~eme in theg~~~ ~::=~ru~~~eshou!d he~;::~:a~!o::c:~c: . . ' ,an least disruptive or 

W1th the excepti particular problem ar~~ of the few situations which ~::~~ !:~!~tig:~iY' toS;e~:~~!ep~~~~=:sf~:::~nt1y l:::~e:e~~n;:e:~oi!l1ustrate 
agents and group h~theprocess of lengthy di~c::!ntain a stable home f~ny 
~cur quantitatively a~:rents, it became clear that

iOns 
between DTED staff 

h 0 problems of overall h ~nalitativelyand at all ~oor communications c~ 
somes which have onl 0 ome functioning. Also th:

o 
nts in time - relative 

everal agents at th~ s~!e°r itwo agents as in ~hoseyw~~nhoccur as readily in po nt in time. c are being used by 
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At the start of the Project, DIED staff, parole agents and their supervisors 
jointly developed two methods designed to improve and maintain communications 
relative to the group homes. Together, these techniqueS - known as management 
and maintenance staffings _ would bring together group home parents, parole 
agents, the ~upervisor, the Researcher and the GrouP Home coordinator. 

Management staffing
s 

were held twice a month in each hume except in the 
Type IV, Temporary Care Home. They were held more often tban maintenance 
staffins

s
. In long-term placement homes, management staffing

s 
proved to be 

very practical. They provided parole agents, DIED staff, and group home parents 
with a way of working together to develop overall program and. to handle issues 
which could not be neglected. In the Type IV Home, continuity of agent involve
ment in program development with group home parents was hampered both by agent 
turnover and by ward tqrnover _ the latter being associated with the short-term 
placements themselves. As a result, regular management staffing

s 
of the type 

used for long-term placement homes were not considered practical with the 

Type IV Rome. 
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Staff was sometimes unsuccessful in its efforts to prevent certain homes 
from "failing", as a result of unresolved issues. This was in spite of the 
availability of management staffings. Even so, many issues were resolved in 
staffings of this type, and numerous frustrations were doubtlessly avoided. 
our overall impression is that such staffings proved an extremely useful, if 
not essential vehicle for communicating and sharing feelings and significant 
information. In addition, they helped agents achieve and maintain the kind 
of inter-agent c_atibility necessary for them to make effective use of the 

home at the same time. 
With the exception of the group home parents, maintenance staffing

s 
included 

all of the participants required for ~~nt staffing
s

• They provided a 
valuable tool for dealing with issues of home development which could best be 
taken up without the presence of the group home parents. they also provided 

fl 
\1 , I 
\\ 

a setting in which agents and DTED staff could discUSS and - if necessary -
hassle out broad issues relating to scope, direction and program emphasis. 

i ! 

II 
\ I 
\ I 
\ \ 
\ 1 
\ ~ 
II 

We will now co_ent more specifically, albeit briefly, on some of the II 

Another major function of the above staffings was to keep all parties 
focused on the basic research ob jec ttves of each home· In this regard" the 
group setting provided a valuable supplement to individual conversations 

relating to this same subject. 

earlier-mentioned factors which appear to influence agents' ability to contribute II 
to the overall functioning of DTED grou,p homes. 'the first such factor - professio~ I 
experience _ contains numerous elements, only two of which will be referred to: II 
(1) amount of parole experience within the youth Authority - for e~le, ,n II 
a regular parole operations program, and (2) amount of parole experience as an I .1 

agent in a special supervision program such as CTP. 1\ 
i 
\ 
t 
t 
\ 

1 

t 

, The amount of CYA Joining a CTP unit experience which an of both general andi!o~:derst~n~ablY import:!~n~n~y have gained prior to 
!!::!ha~o have acquired a~~;~'~~~ parole policies a~~tp~~~edof the knowledge, 
relative ~re eff~:ientlY if not e~~Y' can sometimes help ~iures, which he is 
following:o 1!v:n 1tems of informati~~~iV:ly with peers and :t~:rC~unic~te 
experience withi~e~~ewho comes to CTP afte;r:timportant, however is t~:arf, 
position within CTP ~ency is usually well least one year's ~arol 
be required to provide at is to say, he can :::~~ of the duality of ~iS !~:atment as well _ in ~~t only surveillance but ~l~ recognize that he will 

of ~~!O~~i~i~ su~h an age~/:~~~\!~:a~ ~ense tha;"~~:!~:':~~.'~~ ext:nsive 
technical-le an confidence which c ett~r chance of havin use at CTP. 
with individga~ aspects of his role a~t~k. ,t easier for him ~ developed some 
prior experi::ceW~rds and/or their f:~il~: a framework of inten:i~:rry out the 
makes th n no way ens s. To be sur h casework 
CTP f em somewhat more 11kelures these types of dpvel

e
, seer quantity of 

or some time are 1. y to occur. Be d - opment. However ' 
and program elements ,kely to be exposed r/~n this, agents who have'b

,t 

and some fa - as, for exam 1 . variety of tr een at 
likely to i~~ of sensitivity traini~ e, conjoint family theraeatment techniques 
group homes re:se most agents' ab11~~ It appears that such py, role playing, 

:;:n~:~0:~~~~::~f~;i~:~Ph:~~.sh1~et~:::~~~!~~ii~yr~~;u~~~er~~~~~~~~~~: :~e 
which concern the,nteracting with others' a :Yi

a1so 
seem to broaden :.program 

Th 

management and supervi~io~ Ofnt:::e rapidly handlin~v~:sue 
e factor of 1< wards. s 

elements on1 professional deve10 
agent's ~illi~g~:~sOf which will be Si~;~:~ ~ikewise involves a number ~~me parents as wella~d abilit~ to share - Wi~~· t~he first relates to ~~ 

ose of his wards h respons1bility for th a er agents and with e 
Here ' w a are in th e management d group 
of C~:i~~~~ underlying issue s:e::m~ group home with wa~~s ~~pervision of 
agents that his stithorit 0 revolve around th ' other agents, 
has dehn:;:;\~econd relates to h,::i~~:~~ be minimized o:u;~;en/gent's level 
individuals s role as a treater a ar y or comprehensivel pe ~ other 
obligation ~oand how well he is abl! ~:0~10nallY and sociall~ ~~etglbven agent 

protect the broad 1ntegrate his d f· 1S ur ed . er community as well e ~ned role with his 

An agent' • in terms s relative degree f' and b of the amount of t' 0 ~nvestment in a home eyond the a 1me and energy h is frequentl 
responsibilitie mount which he routinel e puts into that home _ y expressed 
(group staffi s. Some CTP agents are y should expend on an a that is, over 
wards become ~~~f.staff meetings, etc.)o~~en s~ involved in ~th:~ ~~/iS various 
a number of ti >cult to plan well in d at grYen activities with h activities 
which most ames •. This sometimes le a Vsnce, and must someti t eirassigned 
invested in.~~nts seem to need beforea~~s an agent without thet

mes 

bel rescheduled 
home N e complexities f ey can become· surp us energy 

~arl; co:~:~~~e!~~~, many age~tsd::e~~~~ ~nd maintai:~~;n:!Ye~~e~~~istentlY 
east establishi group home parents Thinvested - most often die group 

to reduce and/orng an effective system·of s se~ms to heighten th~r ~g their resolve a number of i commun,cation - one whO h c ances of at ssues before serious d ~c can be used ifficu1ties deve10 . p. 
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fl 
·1 ,t One brief comment relative to an Agent's degr~e of commitment to the 

belief that a given group home actuelly can or does represent an important 
treatment resource f6r CTP wards, one which may be worthy either of his nwn 
efforts or those of other agents: The presence of such a belief sorr~times 
seems to help an agent pay greater heed to the methods and abilities of others 
who are making use of the home. It will often help him defer some of his 
personal needs out of consideration for those of the home as a totality. 

:.,./ •... 
T." 

I 

1 In most instances, it is possible for two or more agents to effectively 

I 

if 
! I 
H use the same group home during the same span of time. One must nevertheless 

take careful note of the fact that - in order to accomplish this - the amount 
of time required of agents will sometimes cause difficulty, particularly when 
the agents in question are already involved in a number of other high priority 
activities. In the more standard, non-intensive parole programs, agents would 
be unlikely to experience the type of problems which developed relative to 
some of the DTED-CTP group homes. This is primarily because of the lesser 
number of external pressures and demands which are likely to exist to the 
extent that (1) intensive treatment is not being carried out, and (2) specified 
treatment models and given research designs do not need to be adhered to. 
Generally speaking, most of the DTED home types probably could be used efficiently 
and to good advantage by two or more agents at a time in many regular parole 
supervision units - and in special supervision units as well. This should be 
all the more so to the degree that given agents can invest themselves directly 
in the development of open and rapid channels of communication, and of a 
meaningful group home atmosphere as well. In this respect, it is again important 
to not underestimate the need to invest time in some form of management and/or 
maintenance staffings. 

r r 
if 
fl 
II 
If 

! !1 I; 
If 
if 
I • 
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1 ' I And aside, for example, from the serious difficulties encountered with the 'team' 11 
approach per se relative to the Type II, ContainlllGnt Homes. (In this latter II 
sense of the term 'team approf,v~h', it should be noted that the difficulties were. l 

chiefly between CTP operations staff and group home parents - rather than between) J 
say, differing parole agents who were utilizing given Type II hon:.~s during the! 
same point in time. In general, parole agents seemed quite able to cooperate Ll ,., 
with one another and to accommodate or integrate their respective ~'tyle8 with !) 
those of other agents who ware making use of given homes. Cooperative interaction;l 

• -I 
among agents - one furm of 'teamwork' - should not, however, be equated with, and(! 

, I 
was not necessarily associated with, the presence of an active, concerted, compre'; I 
hensive and/or truly 'integrated team approach' - namely, an effort in which i 1 
differing agents, group home parents and other professional staff were jointly II 

\ .t, 

involved in the development of program on an ongoing, planned basis. The former 11 
type of interaction was far more often observed than the latter, far more II 
comprehensive variety. It is the former l~vel and scale of staff interaction II 
to which we mainly refer when indicating th~t a team approach was generally i'j' 

3. The 'Team A 
roach' - Difficulties And 

Critical Factorsl 
Some of the diffic

product of Wide differ ulties encountered in usin 
experience on the parten~es which existed in the f thle team approach were a 
on the other Th' 0 parole agents on th eve and amount of pri 
reI ti . 1S, at least ' e one hand d or 
in ~e~ ~~ thedfirst Type II: ~~~;:~ed to be the situatIo~~h~~~uP ~ome parents 
of cliff rea ily observable di£ nment Home. This was ex stecl 
living ;;!~fe!:am members, relatiV!e~~~:;s infPreferred app;~~~i~st~xpressed 

• 0 resolVing parti 1 e part 
cu ar group 

A fact~r which was 
directly to the t present beyond the b 
the ype or amount f a ove home was second Type II Ho 0 emotional inve t one which relates 
i~vestment in the bOy:e;I~~d and Mrs. G were fOU~d m;~th!n the wards. Within 

ad~~:~r!~ !~~, c~:C:P!eWhiCh th=:t~e~!e:f t~~;rr!~:el ofv~n~:s~~~~a;;; ~~~~:f 
~:~re change in the YO~h:ea!rs~nse, that of being the t::~ of parents/counselo:s/ 

uence in their life ' n ~ny event, the mo mary agents of Ion _ 
the parole agent's • It was d1fficult to i t st important POSitive g 
played by the G'S concept of the supplementa n egrate the latter Views wi 
treater and the P;im!~ agent in question vie~dt~i: Of role Which Would beth 
;~~~a~ds of diSCipline :~~~~~i~~ f~gure relative toS;e!e~~p~he principal 

e alone wished to ' e ome, and also in ng and implementin 
ways, these factors b 1nitiate outSide of the terms of ward activities g 
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* The team approach - in the broader sense of this term - ran into far 
stronger difficulty relative to the Type II, Containment Home than in connection 
with ,any of the remaining homes. This is l'ot to say that the latter homes were 
entirely free of even subtle difficulties in this regard. Relatively speaking, 
however, the latter homes functioned reasonably well with regard to the concept 
of a 'joint team effort' - again as broadly defined.* In this connection, it 
may be noted that most such homes seemed to be characterized by a noticeably 
less domineering, and in some sense less authoritarian stance on the part of given 
group home parents and agents as well. Yet the influence of certain other, 
possibly more Significant, albeit related, factors appears to be suggested in 
connection with a question which is sometimes asked relative to the team 
approach: What factors or personality characteristics, on the part of the 
various people involved, seem to contribute to the relative effectiveness or 
ineffectiveness of this approach? 

Relative to Mr. and Mrs. G's Type II, Containment Home, it appeared as if 
both the group home parents and the agents who used this home each possessed 
personality characteristics and skills appropriate for working with Mp and 
Cfc wards. However, when a strong-Willed, strongly invested agent runs into 
strong-willed, strongly investedgxoup home parents whose views run counter to 
his own, it then appears to be particularly difficult to develop a compromise 
solution which will not only meet the needs of the agent and parents, but which 
at the same time will not operate to the detriment of the particular type of 
wards under consideration - in this case, MP's and Cfc's. In the present case, 
an additional complicating factor appeared to be that of the relative newness 
on the part of both the agent and the GiS as to their particular job. Coupled 
with the common ability of Mp and Cfc youths to set adults against one another, 
the anxiety which was felt by both the agent and the group home parents -
relative to establishing some definite program direction - this seemed to 
engender a feeling of urgency within the home. Despite the strong concern for 
youths on the part of all parties concerned, it seems rather doubtful that 

II 
! l 

! ! 1 
I' r 
11 
! ! ( 

even an alternative to a 'team' approach would have made much difference 
relative to helping such a combination of individuals to better hear one 
another, and to develop a workable and meaningful compromise. 

11 

In the case of Home Types I, III, and VI, the group home parents in parti(;ulaf 
(and, on the whole, the parole agents as well) seemed better able (1) to focus I 
upon, and accept, alternatives and compromise solutions, (2) to head off problems 

I 
before becoming involved in any escalating clashes of personality, and (3) to I 
share information concerning wards. Within the Boarding and Individualized ! 
Homes - both of which were designed for higher maturity youths - there usually ,I 
seemed to be less sense of urgency than in the Containment Home concerning such t 
questions as who should initiate precisely which kind of discipline, and under I 
what conditions this would have to be done. In large part, this situation may \,'j 

have reflected the greater degree of flexibility which could, in the first j I 
place, usually be maintained with higher maturity youths. As a result, things I 'Ii 
such as 'consistency of approach' could, at least more often, be adequately I, 
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*See Footnote 1, pg. 26. I 
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Th ' surface. 
f ey also planned such activities 
inance ward recreational actiV,iti::. a r1JIlmJage sale, the aim of which was to 
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These meetings can help parole staff gain information - concerning the 
personalities and viewpoints of the participants - which might not be obtained 
in other ways. For example, a group setting may allow participants to express 
certain attitudes and expectations concerning children and child-rearing which 
they might hesitate.to express as clearly in other situations. This could 
include attitudes which relate to methods of disciplining and rewarding, 
tolerance or intolerance of certain aggressive behaViors, and so on. Information 
concerning attitudes relative to these areas can, in addition, help staff to 
more adequately assess prospective foster or group home parents (who may be 
participating in given meetings) in terms of whether they should be hired and, 
if so, how they might best be matched with available wards. To be sure, 
attendance at such meetings would generally imply an increased scope of 
involvement and a greater time-investment on the part of interested agents. 

The Foster Parents Club was particularly useful in the early part of 1969, 
when the CTP unit in Stockton was preparing to switch over to a Community Parole 
Center. The impending change created anxiety for most of the foster and group 
home parents, primarily because of reduced ward intake into the Stockton CTP 
unit, and also because of uncertainties as to whether the parents would be 
recelving fewer or more wards at some point after the changeover 'Was to have 
occurred. It was not only possible for the foster and group home parents to 
define and express conc~rns of this nature during their club meetings, but 
it was also possible for the Supervising Parole Agent of CTP to present to 
this group a detailed explanation of those aspects of the changeover which 
would most directly affect both them and their current placements, together 
with those aspects which could affect placements of still other wards in 
the future. 

In addition to the communication of vital information, these meetings 
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allowed for the expression of frustration and irritation produced by the 
difficult task of foster and group home parenthood itself. A further, supportive 
function related to the sharing of mutual problems among sets of individuals who 
sometimes believed that the difficulties and anxieties which arose during contacts 
with wards were unique to their own situation. This would sometimes lead to 
unnecessary anxiety on their part. In this regard, the meetings in question 
seemed to help them more clearly realize that, although each youngster is indeed 
different from others in numerous ways, some !pf the problems and concerns which 
the parents would be feeling relative to these youths were nevertheless of a 
fairly common nature and could generally be shared with other adults. The 
meetings also gave participants an opportunity to share general as well as 
specific management techniques with one another. Advice-giving and information
sharing often appeared to be much more acceptable to the participants when it 
came from other group members than when it came from a group leader or from other, 
professional staff members who were present. I 

A common, major difficulty faced by fo.ster and group home parents relates 
to the slow rate of change or progress seen in many wards. These parents 
usually begin their child-caring efforts with very high aspirations and with 
hopes of rapid success. When they learn, through experience, that tmprovement 
such as they envision may take many months or even several year~' worth of 
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~ork done by the Sonoma 
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H me coordinator to didacticalll 
It was often necessary for the Gro~p uOon such general issues as (1) CYA 

focus the attention of group home ~~re~e~abllitation of troubled youngstersd 
ic and philosophy relative to e of wa'rds, (3) I-level theory an 

p~l the medical, dietary and clothing nee~~ations in the treatment stance of 
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home parents' need for support. -ld itself be thought of as anot er 
or another of the grou!mh~~~o~~~he~i~O:as evidenced during th~ei;~~~~:~~;e 
~~~:~:e~in:,b:~:!~~n:eWhiCh t~e coord~~a~~~e~~ ~~t~t~~' t~'h~lP Mrs'l~ work 
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foster and group home parents should 
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wish to continue with their plan to WO~ieties and tensions, thereby helping 

also serve to reduce' unnecessary a 
may ff t a good start. to get the home 0 0 , 

mber of new (and/or already-in-
" s Once a nu could (2) Parent Trainin.g ~~~. vail&ble a parent training group h 

~pe~~~:) g~~~~i~~;ean~~u~~:~dw::ep:e~entedt~i!hg:~:~:~~ce~~:~i:is0:fs~~leve1 
e ects ~s child and adolescent deve opmen information. The group might meet 
~~:~ry, and pertinent agency and proc:~~~:~ into the 'advanced group' stage. 
for approximately six weeksl~r~~rc~:ducted on more of a seminar basis. 
Advanced group meetings cou 
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MAINTENANCE 

The third major issue to be considered is that of group home maintenance. 
This will first be looked at relative to the emotion~l needs of group home 
parents. Attention will then be given to the physical aspects of maintaining 
the home itself. 

1. Emotional Aspects Of Group Home Maintenance 

The term 'emotional maintenance' is used in referring to the constructive 
support which, hopefully, can be provided for group home parents. Support of 
this nature is sometimes difficult to achieve, as well as sustain. Yet its 
attainment seems to be one of the most important single tasks of placement 
workers. In the caae of DTED homes, the amount and type of support which was 
given appeared to vary a good deal among parole agents and other staff - this, 
often as a func t:lon of their individual, persoi.lal preference. More often, it 
appe~red to be a function of the particular needs of given group home parents. 
A fe'W illustrations will now be given, reJ.ative to the issue in question. 

One of the agents who made extensive use of the Type IV, Temporary Care 
Home in Stockton, participated with the group home parents! (Mr. apd Mrs. F) 
in such activities as fishing trips, camping trips on wee\\ends and holidays, 
softball games, etc. This WIlS in addition to his interacti!;.~ns with them during 
normal weekday working hours. He frequently had dinner in the group home 
together with the youths and the F's; on other occasions he and his wife would 
pay a visit to the home. This same agent often stopped by to see his boys at 
unscheduled times during evening hours. He responded regularly and promptly 
to the F's requests for assistance or advice. His inclusion of the F's in 
the formulation and implementation of planning relative to his boys seemed 
to help the F's feel that they were an important part of what, in effect, he 
considered to be his 'treatment team'. 

In short, the above agent appeared to provide excellent support for, and 
to have developed excellent rapport with, this particular set of parents. With 
the cooperation or advice of the Stockton CTP parole agents in general, the F's 
eventually reached the point of being able to comfortably handle most emergent 
issues of home and ward management with what amounted to little or no assistance 
from the Group Home Coordinator. The F's rarely felt t~~t they were being 
ignored or left out when these agents began moving in the direction of making 
significant decisions concerning the home. In turn, the F's kept CTP parole 
agents apprised of their own activities in ways which allowed and encouraged 
the latter to contact them readily, and not simply in the event of an emergency. 
When misunderstandings arose, it was generally possible for them to be cleared 
up in short order. 
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In general, the above interactions and forms of support seemed well-suited 
to the F's relaxed, relatively non-structured ~tyle of living. They did not, 
in any event, appear to *cramp their style'. By and large, Stockton agents 
encouraged the F's to continue setting their own pace of interaction with the 
boys. Partly through their inclusion in the above outings, the boys themselves 
seemed to begin realizing that it was possible for them to be pretty much at 
ease' with the F's. The F's genuinely enjoyed such outings and activities, and 
seemed able to readily communicate their enjoyment to most of the boys. The 
pleasure and appreciation which were communicated back to the F's by given boys 
provided a further type of support - one which seemed to supplement, in a 
particularly rewarding fashion, the overall support which the F's had been able 
to receive from the professional staff as well. 

Attempts to verbally assu~ most group home parents that they are being 
seen as an accepted and really valued part of a program are usually not, in 
themselves, particularly effective. Nor do they seem to communicate this type 
of message as clearly as does the more direct type of participation described 
above. Most group home parents seem to measure their effectiveness with wards 
and their overall value to an agency largely on the basiS, not of verbal 
assurances alone, but of various ongoing contacts and interactions w~th staff -
parole agents in particular. In this regard, some parents seem to receive 
considerable support and validation while others do not. 
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An example of the latter was that of Mr. and Mrs. U (Type VI, Individualized 
Rome located near Modesto). In this instance, a decisive factor appeared to be 
the U's home location itself - this being in a rural setting some 35 miles south 
of the Stockton CT~ office. The U's house and yard seemed to provide an excellent I 
setting for the boys, from the standpoint of their needs for "growing roam". I 
Yet, the overall distance of this home from the CTfP office i(frebeWa

y 
travel 1 ~I 

notwithstanding) seemed to prevent parole agents rom stopp ng Y as spontaneous Y \ 
or as frequently as they were, in fact, able to do in the case of the F's Type IV 
Home and the R's Type I Home - both of which were located within the stockton 

city limits. 
Although management and maintenance staffings had been regularly scheduled 

for the U's, some agents seemed beset with 'emergencies' or with what amounted 
to higher priorities ••• the totality of which seemed to preclude the latters' 
regular attendance at the above meetings and which, through time, operated 
against their contacting the U's as often as would have been desirable. This 
type of situation made it difficult for the U's to develop a higl~ degree of 
rapport with most of the Stockton CTP agents. The lack of sufficient interaction 
and communication between the agents and the U's probably added to the latters' 
already present feelings of discomfort and uncertainty, both in their dealings 
with the agents and in their relationship with several of the wards. This ! 
seemed to be the case particularly during times of ward misbehavior, when the I 
U's uncertainty as to the nature of their role and as to the degree of age"t I 
support which they could expect to receive came to the fore. At such times, 'II 
it would have been next to impossible for anyone to have verbally convinced 
the U's that they were really being viewed as valuable members of a treatment .. 

~ 
",I 
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provided for the H's seeme/to be ype and amount of support which this agent 
several months, however its appro:Pir~priate and helpful initially. After 
questionable _ not in a~d of it' lfr ~ eness began to appear increasingly 
in which Mrs. H began making u se f'i ut largely as a result of the manner 
became so great that for a wh~el (} tht . The latter!s dependency eventually 
of ' d' ' 1 e, e agent in ques t' b J.n ~rect pre,ssure (often in tr e f f' ~on egan feeling a kind 
assume ~rincipal responsibil't 'l o:m 0 a professional obligation') to 
th h • 1 Y re at~ve to the are f d' e ome. At such times, it seemed as if th a 0 war d~scipline within 
require increasing support from still oth e agent himself was beginning to 
boys within the H's home This b er CTP staff, simply to maintain his 
either him or his boys t~ be in. was 0 viously not a desirable posi.tion for 

Clearly, it is often no easy m tt ' to maintain, what is to be an appro:rie~ t~ hrst determine, and then be able 
home parents. The degree of su ort a e egree of yelevant support for group 
in part, reflect both his own c~~itm:~!c~oa~ agent is likely to offer will, 
style of interaction with given kinds of i d,h: group home and his preferred 
to be even more a product of the agent' ,nd~vlduals. However, it is likely 
of the given parents Th's 't s JU gment as to the individual needs 

, • ~,~n urn will be relat d t h 1 exper~ence, apparent maturity and s~emin b' e 0 t e atters' overall 
to those forms of support whi~h th ' g a ~li:y to constructively responn. e g~ven agent ~s most comfortable in offering. 

A second way of demonstratin s agents' and staff's checking WithgthUPpo~t to group home parents involves the 
meetings and staffings in which th ~m w en;ver possible prior t.o arranging 
This, at base, constitutes an ex r:s ~rmers par~icipation would be required.

l 

preferences in the areas of sche~uli: on of,cons~deration for the parents' 
parents, const:J.tutes an expression of g. TIus) in the minds of most group home 
As it turned out, the majority of staf~~:pect for. the latters' personal wishes. 
the conv~nience of group hom gs were ~n fact arranged largely at e parents. They were frequently held during lunch 

1 In cases of apparent h' here it is usually emergency t ~s may not be very practical. However, even 
possible to alert the parents, albeit 

to dropping by for given meetings. very briefly, prior 
;' 
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uninterrupted basis, right up tObtietedma number of ward-supervision 
arrangements of this type also 0.1'1 a 
problems. 
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team., For a considerable length of time, the U's seemed to turn toward the 
Group Home Coordinator or even the researcher - individuals whom they usually 
saw a few times each week - for at least a certain degree of support and 
validation. 

In contrast to)the relatively little amount of support given by agents to 
the U's - and in comparison to the seemingly adequate amount which was given 
to the F's - the H's (particularly Mrs. H) in the Type I, Protective Home in 
Stockton may have been given 'too much' by way of support. For example, Mrs. H 
was observed to gradually, albeit increasingly, grow dependent upon the 
principal agent who was utilizing the home in question. She began expecting 
him to resolve most conflicts which arose within the home, whether minor or 
major ,in scope. To be sure, the type and amount of support which this agent 
provided for the H's seemed to be appropriate and helpful initiallx. After 
several months, however, its appropriateness began to appear increasingly 
questionable - not in and of itself, but largely as a result of the manner 
in which Mrs. H began making use of it. The lat.,!:,er' s dependency eventually 
became so great that, for a while, the agent in question began feeling a kind 
of indirect pressure (often in the form of a 'professional obligation') to 
assume principal responsibility relative to the area of ward discipline within 
the home. At such times, it seemed as if the agent himself was beginning to 
require increasing support from still other CTP staff, simply to maintain his 
boys within the Hrs home. This was obviously not a desirable position for 
either him Gil' his boys to be in. 

Clearly; it is, often no easy matter to first determine; and then be able' 
to maintain, what is to be an appropriate degree-of relevant support for group 
home parents. The degree of support which an agent is likely to offer will, 
in part, reflect both his own commitment to the group home and his preferred 
style of interaction with given'kinds of individuals. However, it is likely 
to be even more a product of the agent's judgment as to the individual needs 
of the given parents. This, in turn, will be related to the latters' overall 
experience, apparent maturity, and seeming ability to constructively respond 
to those forms of support which the given agent is most comfortable in offering. 

A second way of demonstrating support to group home parents involves the 
agents~ and staff's checking with them whenever possible prior to arranging 
meetings and staffings in which the formers' participation would be required. l 

This, at base, constitutes an expression of consideration for the parents' 
preferences in the areas of scheduling. This, in the minds of most group home 
parents, constitutes an expression of respect for the latters' personal wishes. 
As it turned out, the majority of staffings were in fact arranged largely at 
the convenience of group home parents. they were frequently held during lunch 

lIn cases of apparent emergency this may not be very practical. However, even 
here it is usually possible to alert the parents, albeit very briefly, prior 
to dropping by for given meetings. 
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, d'tion they were held within the given group homes 
or early evening hours; 1n ad 1£fi ' 1 Group home parents, in their turn, 
no less often than at the CTP 0 ceff in the form of main.taining a generous 
usually showed consideration for sta 1 tive to the development of schedules 
degree of flexibility and cooperation re a 
and the calling of individual meetings, 

the support of group home parents is that of 
Yet another approach to ths Even the most dedicated of 

provid ing relief time away from the YO~it from a 'break'. Such forms of 
individuals sometimes ~eed and canfP;~lOwupf by serving as a kind of safety 
relief may prevent var10US forms 0 b b ilding up ~ both in group home 
valve relative to pressures which maylle ~ays of providing such a break 
parents and within given youths as we nd/or occasional vacation times away 
include arranging evenings, weeken~st~is kind may be provided by college students, 
from the home and wards. Relief 0 illy relatives of the group home 
neighbors, other foster parents anld, occdash~nldaren'of their own). Both staff 

1 ( 'ncluding adu t-age c 1 , 
parents themse ves 1 b assured as to the appropr1ateness and roup home parents must, of course, e 
and ~verall reliability of any such relief persons. 

'onal relief from their caseloads, so 
Just as parole agents re~u!~ei~~~~:1Who do not receive this become, at 

do group home parents. Some 1n V Th begin to feel 'trapped'. In 
times, rather anxious and fru~tra~ed. anx~~t;a~nd underlying frustration, 
ways which can be traced to 7 e a ~~: irritated with one another and with 
group home parents may somet1me~dgbe more serious, they may begin taking 
given agents as well. What cou wards themselves. All in all, the 
some of their frustrations out on the t'es concerned seems to be one which 
unhappiness which can result for ali pa~ 1ubstantiallY lessened by means of 
could in the main be avoided,or at :as s 
adequate and appropriately t1med rel1ef. 

. t'on of group home parents and youths By the same token, period1c separa 1 e rou home parents themselves, 
may be helpful to those youths who, .~~ke ~~~segor :ustained relationships with 
may find it difficult to tolerate e~ fer sed or otherwise. Such youths may be 
given individuals, whether treatmen - ~~u rna remain within the group home 
placed into temporary~are homes; ~r, eYes ~esponsibility during the group itself but with a rel1ef person w 0 ,assum 
home p~rents' absence. 

1 meetings in their own 'home territory' seemed to help The practice of holding h 1 ents and 
home parents into closer interactions wit paro e ag h d :~~:/:~a~~o~~ well. In addition to making it m~re Possible

l 
~~r ~ot war s 

ith their daily rout1ne on a re a ~ve y 
and themselves to carryon w the time of the given meeting itself, 
uninterrupted basis, right ul

P tOb i ted a number of ward-supervision arrangements of this type a so 0 v a 
problems. 
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In short, (1) educating staff to recognize signs of stress and distress 
which are being sent out hy group home parents, and (2) developing ways of 
providing for timely and appropriate relief - these should be a high priority 
of any agency which has a strong commitment, not Simply to the task of prodUCing 
well-motivated gr04P home parents but to the broader, albeit related objective 
of maintaining high-quality group homes on a long-term baSis. 

A self-conscious - that is, planned - program of support need not be 
elaborate. However, it should be ongOing in nature, internally consistent 
and, of course, pertinent to the needs and objectives in question. A program 
of this type might, in large part, be carried out by means of routine, everyday 
interactions between operations staff and group home parents. It might be~in 
either'with the Group Home Coordinator or with the operations Treatment 0 

Supervisor. In most operations, the latter would be the individual most 
often in a POSition, on the one hand, to encourage an attitude of ongoing 
cooperation, development and support or, on the other, to promote one of 
relative indifference and lack of support between given group home parents 
and those agents for whom he is responsible. This is especially true relative 
to homes which may be developed as potential resources for two or more agents 
at the same time .. as was especially the case with those DTED homes to which 
wards were aSSigned largely for the purpose of their partiCipation in a given 
treatment program} and for what was understood to involve a relatively longterm type of placement. 

Wards' overall success or failure within a given group home can be 
influenced by positive as well as negative attitudes which staff is in a 
position to communicate - verbally or otherwise - concerning a given home. 
This is apart from opinions which given staff are able to express as to the 
general worth of group homes per s~ (or other such living arrangements), 
relative to their being either "good fl or "bad" places/arrangements in which 
to live. Thus, for example, it became fairly obvious at on"'. point that a 
given agent neither supported nor particularly respected the D's (Type II, 
Containment Home). This agent's Cfc wards - indiViduals who were already 
disposed to diSliking the id~a of living away from their natural home _ became 
increasingly difficult to ~anage within the"home quite soon after they became 
aware of the former's non-supportive ,attitude. When the D's themselves recognized 
the underlying and fundamental reservations held by this agent (in addition to 
that held by other staff) relative to their particular mode of operation, they, 
too, rapidly became quite guarded, if not evasive with nearly all staff, with 
reference to a number of areas of c~mmunication. The overall atmosphere within 
the home then rapidly deteriorated. 

1 

Things had begun togo downhill prior to the emergence and pre-eminence of 
this agent's particular stance. This relates to the quality of the D's 
communication with given staff members in connection with certain areas of 
home life and longer-range planning. The quality of interactions with given 
wards also began gOing downhill at about this same time. (This process i6 
described and discussed at greater length in the Group Home Project's Second 
Year Progress Report.) 
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As is true of most persons engaged in 'helping services', group home 
parents need to r·aceive fairly clear messages to the effect that their efforts 
are really valued - if and when this is indeed the case - and) that theirs is 
an integral part of the overall treatment program. Whether expressed in verbal 
form or in that of action alone, interactions which clearly suggest or imply 
an opposite type of message can seriously weaken the entire operation Qf the 
home. If - say, through seeming inadvertence - this should occur, efforts to 
'mend fences' will then need to be started at once. Even then, the success of 
these efforts may only be partial. This would be the case if, in particular, 
serious underlying doubts did in fact exist as to the effectiveness or potential 
value of the given home. . 

In any event, if it is to be of deep or lasting value, a comprehensive, 
planned program of support would ideally begin during the very first contact 
with the prospective group home parents. It would begin with expressions of 
general interest, candor and non-seductive encouragement on the part of 
operations staff. It would be continued, in a consistent manner, throughout 
the life of the group home. Finally, it would increasingly take into 
consideration, and be responsive to, the more clearly emerging needs, 
capabilities and limitations of the group home parents as individuals. 

2. Physical Aspects Of Group Home Maintenance 

The physical side of maintaining a group home shares in importance with 
the psychological-emotional aspect. It, too, calls for considerable effort 
on the part of both agency staff and group home parents. This subject will 
next be reviewed in terms of three general areas: (1) financial, (2) physical
structural, and (3) mode of ownership. 

Financial 

In spite of the critical shortage of foster homes and group homes within 
California, few agencies have taken major steps to attach w~ch status to foster 
parenthood, let alone pay for services on a basis which would compete with most 
jobs outside of the home. Significant movement in the direction of improving 
this situation might be possible if county and state foster home groups, acting 
through child placement agencies, were to become capable of exerting pressure 
upon appropriate rate-setting bodies, both in relation to improved casework 
services and for the purpose of obtaining appropriate rates of payment. 

Movement in such a direction may, at least on occasion, proceed independently 
of regular child placement agencies. For example, in Sonoma County, California, 
the Sonoma County Foster Parents Association has been directly responsible for 
obtaining increased foster home rates: First, this group conducted a survey 
independent of the county probation or welfare departments. Armed with numerous 
facts, spokesmen for the Association then presented what seems to have amounted 
to a strong rational case - one which had sufficient impact upon the County 
Board of Supervisors to cause them to agree to an increase in rate of payment 
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to foster parents. l 

As important as is the actual sum of ' 
the manner in which payments are made c money,pa1d to group home parents, 
Simple as this may seem, grou home an sometlmes be of no less importance. 
will receive _ regularly and Pt Pda:ents do need to be certain that they 
ttl a a pre lctab1e point' ti o a amount of payment. If the 1n me - the anticipated 
understandably difficult for the~ ~re unab~e to count On this it becomes 
operations for the home as a h 1 ~ Organ1ze and plan their financial 

th h' woe 1n connection with th ' mon . T 18 is apart from their bein b1 e entlre, upcoming 
hand for the direct cash outl ' g a e to count on having money on 
effectively meeting the ever :YS whi.ch are involved in efficiently and 

y ay or more immediate needs of individual wards. 

The payment method which the Ca1ifo . 
adopted on a statewide basl' i rnla Youth Authority has recently 
have 1 d s n contracting for all g h resu te in large part _ and throu h roup omes appears to 
from the experiences of the DTED Pro r g 2a pr~cess of very rapid evolution -
involves the issuance of a specified

g 
am. Brlefly, the method used in DTED 

of money is mailed to the rO h ' total amount of base rate. This amount 
each month, irrespective o~ t~~ orne parents automatically on the first of 
home, On the fifth day of ,numbher of wards currently residing in the 

eacn mont the parents 1 
rate per ward. This is com uted on t are a so sent a specified 
number of days of ward atte~d he basis of two factors: (1) the total 
'proration', which involves a~~:~laccumulated during the prior month, and (2) a 
1/30th of the specified amount of Ythrate °hf payment computed on the basis of 

r e mont 1y rate. 

In addition to the issue of maint . i 
the above-mentioned base rate can bett:~n ng appropriate st~ndards at all times, 
group home during periods of little or . ensure the continulng oper~tiQn Qf the 
this type also helps to carr h no ward attendance. Advance payment of 
their contract, Except for ~ ~:~ui ~m~ ~arents through the very first month of 
have indicated satisfaction with i so :d~ i instances, DTED group home parents 
"advance base rate" payment Th! nat on to an understanding of, the above 
reimbursement" which with f' S ap~roach contrasts with the "arrears 

f ' ew exceptlons is used b th ' case 0 this latter method mone f d y 0 er agencles. In the 
the beginning of the second mo·nthY of or war care is not made available until 

operation. 

10rganizations located in still othe 
primary responsibility relate t thr parts of California employ people whose 
Su h " s 0 e upgrading of foster ' c organlzat10ns - one exam 1e of h' h care settlngs. 
the name of Joint Efforts ForPFosterWF~i1woU1d be a group which goes by 
also provide foster and group home ies, and is located in Santa Barbara 
for the purpose of making thei ~ar~nts with professional representation 

2and other rate-setting bOdies.
r 

nee s nown to County Boards of Su~ervisors 

Th~ changes in question apply to 1 
unl.ts. regu ar as well as speci,a1 parole supervision 
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Agencies which adopt the base rate and per ward methods will doubtlessly 
wish to keep abreast of attendance patterns in order to ensure, on the one 
side, against very lengthy periods of little or no ward attendance, and, on 
the other, against placing into the home more than the maximum number of wards 
specified in the basic contract. On this score, DTED has routinely utilized 
a monthly attendance record, compiled separately for each individual home. 
The total number of ward' days in each home, for each given month, can be 
obtained from this record. This total can readily be compared against the 
maximum possible number of ward days for each home, for any particular month. 
This has proven to be an effective and reasonably practical approach to 
accounting and overall monitoring of attendance patterns. 

Staff should recognize the value and appropriateness of straightforward 
discussions with group home parents relative to all aspects of financing -
including, above all, candid reviews of the total amount of money to be 
expected during any given period of time, as based upon the 'Written contract 
itself. It is important to advise group home parents of the exact amount, 
the basis, and the timing of payments to be expected in connection with their 
particular home. In this regard) advance structuring can go a long way toward 
reducing possible misunderstandings, not to mention the parents' underlying 
anxieties concerning their degree of ability to meet the wards' basic physical 
needs within the home. It also places the parents in a better position to 
accurately respond to serious, if only occasional questions by wards ;i.n 
connection with money matters. 

The method of payment described above helps lay the groundwork ~or a 
smooth-running total home operation. It places responsibility for payment 
squarely upon the adequacy of the group home contract, upon the accounting 
procedures themselves, and upon management personnel whose job it is to ensure 
the timely delivery of accurate payments. Among other things, it removes 
given agents from direct responsibility for establishing rates on an 
individual basis for individual wards. In so doing, it helps free them to 
relate to the group home parents in a role more firmly centered around the 
theme of treating wards - that is, one of planning and revising short and 
longer-range directions of movement, interpreting and evaluating wards' behavior 
and expressed attitudes, discussing with parents certain new approaches to 
interacting with wards, and so on. 

Wards should not feel that their position wit.h:Ln the home is primarily 
a reflection of their 'dollar value'. They should feel, and be, wanted and 
accepted primarily for who they are as individ~als. The likelihood of their 
placing, and maintaining, a 'dollar value' interpretation upon their presence 
within the home is reduced when finances can be taken care of with a minimum 
amount of d1scussion~ anxiety, 'fuss', conflict or actual crisis. Thus, for 
example, financial affairs were rarely found to have become an issue in the 
B's Type III, Boarding Home. Here, the overall tone seemed to be built upon 
such elements as there always being more than enough food, in addition to 
reasonable amounts of spending money - these, as a supplement to the rather 
fundamental, underlying quality of caring for each individual boy. The B's 
relaxed attitude concerning money doubtlessly added to the quality of overall 
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relaxation which generally existed within the home. 
actual adequacy and reliability of payments was, in 
~ontributor to the former, relaxed attitude itself. 
1S unlikely to have interfered with it. 

Physical-Structural 

In all likelihood, the 
itself, a meaningful 
At the very least, it 

The presence of an adequate h i 1 
to any group home. This refers t~ ~~t~a dstructure is of considerable importance 
the manner in which that space is utili adequ;~e, total amount of space and to 
needed Simply to permit relativel I ze. rst of all, sufficient room is 
a re~at:tvely uncrowded condition ::- t~~~einumbers of people to live together in 
provl,ded with an adequate amount f sf one in which nl'.!arly everyone is 
possessions, etc. It is highly d~Si:~:~: t~~ta variecy of activities, personal 
for being alone to think th' f. space be prQvided for privacy -
variety of pressures and s~n~~ oV;:ii or temporarily getting away from a -
of personal and soci~l difficul~ies h:~uent iuveniles, with their extra burden 
for time to think things over as d ' th e at east as much need for privacy and 
such avenues of 'escape' they Will

o ~ e~d~dolescents. Given some access to 
literally run away from varia s ~ n a 1tion, be somlawhat less likely to 
be generated within the home ~t e~fernal pressures, including those which may 
as indiViduals and as married c~e 1 0 Beyond this, it should be recognized that _ 
opportunities to have Some priv up es - ~roup home paren~, on their own, need 

acy away rom the youths themselves 0 

The sleeping area is perhaps th 
the home. As such, it needs to be b~t~ost individualized and personal part of 
as to avoid overcrowding, to provide for l:~g: enough and arranged in such a way 
Some privacy, and so on. Ample bathroom fau y or reading areas, to allow for 
Adolescents devote conSiderable t' t' cilities are ()f no small importance. 
for them to tie up the bathroom 1metio fro~ming and 'prE!ening'; and it is easy 
While two full bathrooms are us' i~r eu ar y during the early morning rush. 
be more desirable and could obv~:teY SUffiCient within a typical home, it would 
bath ~ere available. This reflects ~h ce~ta n :mount of a.tress if a third hal£
likely to be housing between six and t e ~c~itidat the typ·ical group home is 

en n v uals at anyone point in time. 

Family rooms in which to relax and have vi i 
home. These rooms should be reI ti s tors are essential to the group 
stocked with comfortable readi1; uve~i lar~e in size. Ideally, they would be 
rooms, and recreation ar~as in sal e an strongly built furniture.! Family 

genera , need to be functional and accessible to 

1 
Fragile or expensive furnishin s 1 
furnishings of this type wouldgbe:~eb:e do~p~actical. Generally speaking, 
usable pieces. Floor coverings which h~r~ e or replaced with durable, more 
of upkeep are particularly deSirable £. t~P u~der heavy wear with a minimum 
add to the overall comfort and enJ'oyOme!~pot e atiovle sftandPoint •. They can also 

en a 0 the group home. 
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everyone within the home. However, it would also be desirable to have a 
separate room (or at lealst a given period of time) set aside for reading 
or visiting away from TV or radios. 

outside areas for auto repairing, recreation and family activities 
(barbecues, etc.) should also be viewed as possible assets to the group home. 
Generally speaking, these areas should be kept comfortable and in good repair -
although exceptions to' this can often serve as 'grist for the mill'. 
Frecautions against fire and accidents should receive definite emphasis, 
both at the instructional level and in terms of the basic layout and 
structural adequacy of the home. 

The ~itchen and eating areas can play a particularly important role 
in the adjustment of some youthS to a group home. These parts of the home 
need to be readily accessible to the boys whenever they are 'hungry', are 
interested in preparing or experimenting with food, or express an interest 
in helping the group home mother with the preparation of family meals and 
in simply conversing with her while she works. Time spent in the latter 
ways can provide a fairly natural opportunity for youthS to interact with 
the group home mother on 'her grounds', and in a relatively non-demanding, 
relaxed way. This also applies to the group home mother's opportunities 

for Interacting with given youths. 

Interactions of this nature were often observed in Mr. and Mrs. B's 
Type Ill, Boarding Home, and in other group bomes as well. Inviting aromas, 
from a seemingly endless supply of food, seemed to continuously drift out of 
Mrs. B's kitchen. Here, at practically any bour from early morning to late 
at night, it would be no surprise to find one or more boys eat\ng and inter
acting with the B's _ tbis, in addition to parole agents who often stopped by 
to shar~ the warmth of this home while interacting with the youths. Mrs. B's 
kitcbe~M ~nd food, were important vehicles through which she communicated 
her underlying interest and concern for everyone in the home. The eating 
process seemed to provide most of the boys a context in which they could 
enjoyably participate with the 'SIS. The boys I p,articipation would almost 
always contain a certain amount of visible response to the Bls expressions 

of ~nterest and concern. 

Mode of Ownership 
Not all operators find themselves in the position of literal, full ownership 

of adequgt~ quarters at the time of initial development of their subsidized group 
homes • ~',or do they necessarily wish to be. For one reason or another it may be 
necessslry for group home operators - new or otherwise - to explore the practicality 
af. either (1) locating in rental property, (2) purchasing suitable quarters, or 

(3) constructing a home. 
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Of these three alternatives the 
either a large apartment or s si~gle f;~~ier~y rental approach (involving 
demanding from a financial stand i y welling) appears to be least 
in connection with the geOgr~Phi~ol~~~ti~~ ~~u~llY allows for more flexibility 
of necessary, subsequent chan es he home and) also, in the event 
unpredictable and worrisome sgi(j ihn location. Renting definitely has its 

ti i 
~e, owever. For example id 

con nu ~y may be lost in the event that ' cons erable program 
are requued to move. l Frequentl 1 a lease is cancelled or the occupants 
development and elaboration of Y'd eases are too short to allow for the 
knowledge that a lease is abouta~oae~quate program. Beyond this, having 
both as to the difficulties which surPire may lead to conside~able anxiety 
the task of having to set up e round any given move and i.n regard to 
atmosphere. Added to these P~8:i~~:r::~s and re~estab1ish a group home 
(legal) necessity of obtaining rior erm~ct~al ai££iculties is the literal 
whenever a rented dwelling is bP. P idLssLon from the given property owner eLng cons ered for use as a group home. 2 

A number of factors come to the fore when 
dwelling for the purpose of develo i one thinks of purchasins a 
initial investment of money is req~ingda group home. For one thing, a g~eater 
property. In addition there is th re as compared with the renting of 
greater investment in ~intenance aedencum~rance of a mortgage loan, the 
such an arrangement can ordinaril ~ repa rs, etc. Apart from this, however 
for continuity and stability rela~iv: ~~p:cted to provi~e at least the founda~ion 
At time of hiring, all of the DTED rou given agency s group home program.

3 

or were full owners of their homes gWit~ home parent$ were either purchasing 
latter individuals eventually did' h the exception of Mr. and Mrs. D. The 
Originally, however, they rented aP~~~l~~e a/weldling for use as a group ''home. 
Type II, Containment Home. ng n or et' to first establish the . 

construction of a home would ordin il of funds and./or the largest of 1 ar
l 

y require the heaviest investment 
individual 'investor' At th oans, at east from the standpoint of an 

. • e same time such h 
considerable flexibility in te f : an approac could allow for 
which might better facilitate ~:io done s being able to plan a structure 
could pose problems in the event o~e pr~gram goals. To be sure, this approach 
difficulties could develop if the i any ater need to relocate. Related 
make use of the home, or found itsgl~en p~alcement agency no longer wished to e una e to continue dOing so. Yet it 

1 This can happen if the owner sell h strenuously object to its u est e given property or if neighbors 
is likely to be rare; howev:r a~ha gfroup home. (The latter situation 

2 J e ormer may not be too unco ) 
This requirement is likel t romon. project area. . y 0 exist in numerous areas outside of the DTED 

3 Purchased dwellings usu 11 i 1 bedrooms, two or more b:th~oO::° ve family homes with three, four, or five 
closet and laundry space recr 'taimple kitchen. dining room, living room, 

, es on areas and play yard. 
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1 lin s which have been cons tructed chiefly 
should be kept in mind that most ~::~tru~ted by priv~te enterprise chiefly 
for use as group homes have be~n basis Public or private agencies whose 
on a proprietary, or money-mak~~g ithin'this type of home may wish to explore 
program needs can be implemente w a contract with the given private owners 
the t'elative merits of negotiating DTED homes were either developed or 
or private enterprise: However'enowere developed and maintained on a non-
operated on the above basis. Th Y ibl for DTED to select group home 
profit motive basis; and, it was thuse~~s:nd ~riteria. Among other things, 
candidates on the basis of its own ne ontro1 to ultimately remain in the 
the approach used by DTED allowed progrnm-c that of treating youngsters -

h rimary concern was hands of individuals w ose p 1 h f r whatever reasons, might have 
this, as compared with individua s w o£or~ of business. 
chiefly been concerned with running a 

3. Summary 
i 1 t the development and 

The following elements appear to be essent a .0 

maintenance of an appropriate group home atmosphere. 

(1) 

(2) 

(4) 

Emotional support of group home pare~~s ~Yb~~~~ations staff -
on a planned, continuous and persona ze • 

i 1 ort in addition to Quantitatively adequate financ a supp, t 
an accurate and reliable system'of monthly paymen • 

s ace - to avoid overcrowding and tO,allow 
Sufficient living P (privacy, study, enterta1nment). 
for 'growing room' in general 

h h sica1 location of the home -
Relative permanency a~ tObtt~ ~h! development and stability 
as a way of faci1iatatmtonsgphe~e and overall program, and of 
of the group home t 
increli:\a.ing the general level of security of occupan s 
withbi t'he home. 
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APPENDIX A 

A Brief Description Of The I-Level Classification Systeml 

The classifications which are used at CTP are one part of a general 
theory of individual development. 2 This theory distinguishes seven levels 
of increaSing interpersonal maturity, known as "I-levels". The vast 
majority of adolescent delinquents fall within the second (12, or low), 
third (13 , 'or middle) or fourth (14' or high) levels of maturity. Each 
given I-level refers to certain dominant ways in which given individuals 
interpret their environment. For each I-level, a classification manual 
provides detailed descriptions of many of the central personal concerns 
and interpersonal desires of individuals who are currently functioning 
at the particular level. 3 Additional distinctions are made within each 
of the three I-levels. These concern certain noteworthy ways in which 
delinquent youths who are functioning at any given I-level express their 
underlying needs when interacting with their external environment. In 
all, nine kinds of youth ("delinquerlt subtypes") are thus distinguished. 
Each subtype appears to be associated with certain broad, recurring 
patterns of development during childhood and adolescence. Thus, in the 
case of any given youth, delinquency is viewed as an expression of one 
of the nine broad patterns of need-response development. In general, 
then, each of these classifications is a way of focusing-in on "where the 
client is at", both in terms of his overall development and that of his 
outstanding or at least distinguishing modes of adaptation to his environment. 

The following is a capsule account of the low, middle and high maturity 
levels, together with the nine respective subtypes: 4 

lThis account is taken from: Palmer, T. California's Community Treatment 
Project in 1969. An assessment of its relevance and. utility to the field 
of corrections. Prepared for the U. S. Joint Commission on Correctional 
Manpower and Training. March, 1969. 

2sullivan, C.E., Grant, M.Q. and Grant, J.D. The development of inter
pers~nal maturity: applications to delinquency. Psychiatry, 1957, t..Q., 
373-385. 

3warren, M.Q., et ale Interpersonal maturity level classification: juvenile. 
Diagnosis and treatment of low, middle and high maturity delinquents. 1966 
edition. California Youth Authority. 

4 This is an adaptation of the summary account which appears in: Warren, M.Q. 
The community treatment project after 5 years. California Youth Authority. 
1967. 
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APPENDIX A, continued 

Maturity Level ~ (I2): An individual at this level views things outside 
~f himself either as a source of supply or of frustration. He has very 
little feeling of being able to predict or control persons and events 
within his immediate environment. He distinguishes among others primarily 
in terms of their being "givers" or "withholders", and has little conception 
of interpersonal refinement beyond this. He has an unusually low level {;if 
frustration-tolerance together with a poor capacity to understand the reasons 
or rationale for the behavior or attitudes of others toward him - particularly 
those which are in response to his generally impulsive actions. The delinquent 
subtypes are: 

(1) Asocial, Aggressive (Aa) - responds with active demands or open 
hostility when frustrated. 

(2) Asocial, Passive (Ap) - responds with complaining, whining or 
withdrawal when frustrated. 

Maturity Level 3 (13): More than the 12, an individual at this level 
recognizes that certain aspects of his own behavior do have a good deal 
to do with whether or not he will get what he wants from others. However, 
an individual at this level interacts primarily in terms of oversimplified, 
external rules and formulas rather than from a set of relatively firm, 
internalized values. Although he has learned to playa few stereotyped 
roles, he cannot understand very many of the needs, feelings and motives 
of indiViduals who are organized differently than himself. As a result, 
he is likely to underestimate the differences which exist between himself 
and others - and among others, as well. He commonly, indiscriminately 
assumes that peers and adults operate on a power and rule-oriented basis. 
The delinquent SUbtypes are: 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Immature Conformist (Cfm) - responds w:i,fth strong compliance to 
persons whom he thinks have 'the power' at the moment. Sees 
himself as being weak. 
Cultural Conformist (Cfc) - responds with conformity to delinquent 
peers or to a specific reference group. Likes to see himself as 
delinquent and tough. 
Manipulator (Mp) - often attempts to undermine or circumvent the 
power of authority-figures, and/or usurp the power role for 
himself. Typically does not wish to conform to peers or adults. 

Maturity Level 4 (14): An individual at this level has internalized a 
set of standards in terms of which he judges the behavior and attitudes 
of himself and others. He is quite concerned about status and respect, 
and is strongly influenced by people whom he admires. He can perceive a 
level of interpersonal interaction in which individuals often have numerous 
expectations of one another, and attempt to influence one another by means 
other than power, compliance, manipulation, etc. He shows moderate-to-much 
ability to understand underlying reasons for behavior, and has some ability 
to relate to peers or authority-figures emotionally and on a long-term basis. 
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APPENDIX A, concluded 

The delinquent subtypes are: 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

~urotic, Acting-out (Na) - f 
fear~ or guilt with=attem ts ~~q~ently ~es?onds to underlying 
feel~n~s of anXiety or seif_condeoutrun or deny conscious 
Neurotl.c, Anxious (Nx)" mn~tion. 
various symptomsof emo;i~~:iu:ntlY responds in the form of 
conflicts produced by £eelin sGist~rbance, which result from 
Situational-Emotional Reacti~n (; )nadequacy , fear or guilt. 
family, social or personal c:i . e - re~ponds to immediate 
development, particularly th;tS~: by actl.ng-out - although his 
normal in most respects. 0 pre-adolescence, seems fairly 
Cultural Identifier (Ci) 
antI- ~ with a non_middl~_~~~~:sses his identification with an 
delinquent beliefs and/or by "1iv~alue sr.stem by actinguout his 
ways. Often sees himself ng out in commonly unacceptable 
among peers. ~8 competent, and sometimes as a leader 

Although this system has under 
several years' experien h gone continuous refinement since 1961 
i it ce as shown it to be b ' 
n s most recent (1966) form Whil' ~nagea Ie and quite communicable 

answers and directions sudd l' , e no clsl.ms are made that "all th 
the sy t i en y come to be reveal d" e s em , s clearly able to focus e once a youth is classified 
of the central nef:ds of specified ki!~: ~~t~ntion of practitioners upon many , 
provides gUidelines for moving in th ~J elinquents. In dOing so it 
aSsistance. . e.:.rection of meaningful, individualized 
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